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B. Handling jitter, delay and packet loss
In the measurements, jitter and packet loss were not con-
sidered. We assumed negligible jitter and no packet loss was
introduced by the network.
When the jitter is relatively small compared to the latency
of the connection, then jitter buffer like methods can be used
to transform jitter into extra delay. During the end-to-end
delay budget calculation this extra delay should be taken into
account. This method requires packet buffering capability.
Delayed or lost packets that were not arrived in time can end
in performance degradation. The best solution is to minimize
the occurrence of these events and to avoid bursty occurrence
of them. One of the main goals of URLLC is to provide
reliable connection and fulfill these requirements. In some
extent, delayed or lost packets can also be handled at higher
layers in the controller and at the device side. All correction
methods reduce the accuracy of movements and can efficiently
be used only for a limited time period.
In case of delayed or lost status messages, action should
be taken at the controller side of the control loop. In case
of trajectory execution, the controller uses joint positions
from the status messages. The missing joint position values
can efficiently be extrapolated, because trajectory generators
intentionally generate smooth trajectories to reduce the load
of the servos. Practically, the missing joint position value
is extrapolated from the historical values of joint positions
and from the remaining part of the trajectory. The position
error caused by extrapolated values will be corrected by the
PID control when the controller receives again correct status
messages.
In case of delayed or lost command messages, action should
be taken at the both sides of the control loop. At the controller
side, the controller needs to be informed about the unsuccess-
ful command transmission to keep itself up-to-date. A potential
solution is that the wireless network informs controller about
transmission status of down-link packets. When radio interface
failed or predicted to fail to transmit a packet in time (e.g. radio
related problems or congestion), then wireless network notifies
the controller about this event. Relying on this information
the controller updates its internal state and tries to avoid
overreaction.
VII. CONCLUSION
We investigated the performance of the closed-loop control
of an UR5 industrial robot arm at varying network charac-
teristics. We run trajectories and measured the accuracy of
realized trajectories as the function of network delay and robot
movement speed. We introduced KPIs to evaluate the temporal
and spatial accuracy of the realized trajectories. We observed
that to achieve the maximum accuracy of the robot at maxi-
mum speed, there is a need for low latency communication.
However, at lower speed or at relaxed accuracy, higher network
latency is still tolerable. We also observed that, providing
much lower latency than the update time of the robot has only
moderate performance gain. Finally, we suggested a method
to handle loss and jitter of robot control packets.
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Abstract— Vehicle to grid (V2G) communication for electric 
vehicles and their charging points is already well established by 
the ISO 15118 standard. The standard allows vehicles to 
communicate with the charging station using the power cable, i.e. 
a wired link, but it is improved to enable wireless (WLAN) links 
as well. This paper aims to provide an implementation that 
accomplishes a wireless authentication solution (WAS). With that 
the electric vehicles can establish V2G connection when 
approaching the charging pool, then identify and authenticate the 
driver and/or the vehicle. Furthermore, the paper presents a 
TTCN-3 based validation and verification (V&V) framework in 
order to test the conformance of the prototype implementation 
against the standard. 
 
Index Terms—Vehicle-to-Grid, ISO 15118, wireless charging, 
Electric Vehicle, ITS, TTCN-3 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The proportion of Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) and Plug-In 
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), against conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engine, is growing 
remarkably in developed countries. Led by the USA, the 
European Union and Japan the BEV and PHEV market is 
rapidly growing [1]. To serve this increased demand, massive 
charge point deployment is required. Nevertheless, due to 
business issues (e.g. billing) and grid limitations, smart 
charging is also a mandatory requirement to overcome the 
issues caused by mass electric vehicle (EV) recharging. For the 
sake of convenience hereafter the collection term EV for both 
battery electric vehicles and PHEVs is used. 
The communication between EVs is an extensively researched 
topic and it is becoming an essential part of the C-ITS 
(Cooperative Intelligent transportation system) environment. 
The bi-directional communication between the vehicle and the 
charging point (and the grid infrastructure behind it) is referred 
to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G), thus V2G provides a 
communication interface for bi-directional charging (or 
discharging) of EVs. The EV charging station is the so-called 
EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Inside the EV 
there is a module responsible for the V2G communication. This 
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module is referred to as Electric Vehicle Communication 
Controller (EVCC), while in the case of EVSE the literature 
uses the term Supply Equipment Communication Controller 
(SECC). The EV is capable of communicating with the 
charging point using its EVCC. The message exchange between 
the EV and the EVSE is standardized by ISO/IEC (International 
Organization for Standardization/ International 
Electrotechnical Commission) in the series of 15118 
(e.g. [2] – [7]). As the communication parts of this generic 
equipment are the EVCC and SECC, ISO 15118 describes the 
communication between these components. ISO 15118 is the 
enabler of vehicle-to-grid applications. 
The main challenge of any standardized technology is 
conformance and interoperability. Conformance testing checks 
a specific product (or maybe a part of a product) for compliance 
to requirements given in a base standard. A definition of 
interoperability testing is the "ability" of two or more systems 
(or components) to exchange and use information and execute 
successful procedures/sessions. The aim of interoperability 
testing is not restricted to demonstrating that products (from 
different manufacturers) can work together: it also shows that 
these products can work together using a specific protocol. 
Multi-vendor compatibility is crucial for the success of V2G 
technology. 
The contribution of this manuscript is given as follows: 
1. Introduce a prototype SECC implementation, which uses 
wireless (WLAN-based) communication to handle a V2G 
session with the EVCC. A wireless authentication solution 
(WAS) is presented that allows and handles the V2G 
communication and the identification of the EV via 
wireless links.  
2. Provide a validation and verification (V&V) tool to test the 
V2G conformance of the implemented prototype against 
the base standard given in [3].  
It is important to highlight the fact that V2G was originally 
planned to be used in a wired manner (i.e. using the charging 
cable with power line communication). However, wireless 
communication recently gained higher attention, even in the 
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module is referred to as Electric Vehicle Communication 
Controller (EVCC), while in the case of EVSE the literature 
uses the term Supply Equipment Communication Controller 
(SECC). The EV is capable of communicating with the 
charging point using its EVCC. The message exchange between 
the EV and the EVSE is standardized by ISO/IEC (International 
Organization for Standardization/ International 
Electrotechnical Commission) in the series of 15118 
(e.g. [2] – [7]). As the communication parts of this generic 
equipment are the EVCC and SECC, ISO 15118 describes the 
communication between these components. ISO 15118 is the 
enabler of vehicle-to-grid applications. 
The main challenge of any standardized technology is 
conformance and interoperability. Conformance testing checks 
a specific product (or maybe a part of a product) for compliance 
to requirements given in a base standard. A definition of 
interoperability testing is the "ability" of two or more systems 
(or components) to exchange and use information and execute 
successful procedures/sessions. The aim of interoperability 
testing is not restricted to demonstrating that products (from 
different manufacturers) can work together: it also shows that 
these products can work together using a specific protocol. 
Multi-vendor compatibility is crucial for the success of V2G 
technology. 
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1. Int e a prototype SECC implementation, which uses 
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session with the EVCC. A wireless authentication solution 
(WAS) is presented that allows and handles the V2G 
communication and the identification of the EV via 
wireless links.  
2. Provide a validation and verification (V&V) tool to test the 
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standardizati process [8], [9]. Wireless commu ication
between V and EVSE is based on WLAN (802.11n or Wi-Fi). 
Hereafter the term wireless link is used, noting that it ac ually
denotes WLAN in the context of this manuscript. To be more 
precise, the ISO 15118 foresees the option of wireless 
authentication especially in the draft of its sixth part [7] (more 
d tails are given in Section II.B). The wireless interfac  allows 
the EV driver to start the V2G communication (and/or use 
optional value-added services) before parking. If the charge 
point is reserved, then the EV driver may be notified via 
wireless interface before parking. With wired communication 
this is only possible after parking and plugging the EV. 
The conformance testing framework is based on script language 
used for testing purposes, the so-called TTCN-3 (Testing and 
Test Control Notation version 3) [10]. V2G has massive 
literature background related to security issues and performance 
tests. However, the conformance testing of the V2G protocol 
itself is less discussed. On the other hand, this is also a relevant 
issue, which enables the spreading of V2G technology 
worldwide. 
A. Related Works 
The first significant V2G related test paper was presented by 
Project eNterop [11]. They had created a conformance testing 
setup that is for black box testing of connected Systems Under 
Test (SUT) [12]. They define conformance tests, which can be 
fully automated. Furthermore they applied TTCN-3 scripts and 
later this test setup was used in ISO 15118-4 [5]. Shin et al., 
in [13] provides a test system for EVSE in accordance with 
relevant standards, including ISO-15118-2,3 ([3], [4]) IEC-
61851, IEC 61850-90-8 and HPGP (HomePlug Green PHY – 
Power line communication). 
Compared to these related works, our conformance testing 
framework differs in two aspects. First, our conformance 
testing framework is using Ericsson’s Titan TTCN-3 
complier [14], which is now open source. Therefore, there is no 
need to buy expensive software to compile TTCN-3 scripts. 
Secondly, in this manuscript the focus is on the wireless 
(WLAN based) communication between the tested system and 
the conformance test tool. This is a completely new paradigm, 
therefore the standardization process has just began [6], [7]. 
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief 
introduction to the series of ISO 15118. Section III introduces 
the proposed WAS, meanwhile Section IV presents the 
conformance testing framework. Finally, Section V gives 
concluding remarks and concludes the paper. 
II. STANDARDS OF ISO 15118 
The series of ISO 15118 standard currently contains nine parts. 
Each part is responsible for a small piece of the field of V2G. 
In this section, a brief overview of this standard family is given. 
ISO 15118-1 has the title „General information and use-case 
definition”. This document collects the use cases and overall 
goals of the standard itself [2]. 
The second part [3] is the most important from all for us, since 
it defines the technical specifications of all application layer 
messages and their respective parameters exchanged between 
the EV and the EVSE.  
The (wired) physical and data link layer requirements are given 
in ISO-15118-3 [4]. Power line communication as defined in 
the HomePlug Green PHY specification is applied to encode 
digital signals onto the Control Pilot (CP) pin, which is part of 
the charging cable. These layers establish the Higher-Level 
Communication (HLC) outlined in ISO 15118-2. This third part 
also concerns the interaction with another standard called IEC 
61851. This specifies analogue signals that encode the available 
amperage at a charging station. ISO 15118 builds upon this 
analogue and mainly safety-related IEC standard and enhances 
the charging process with digital higher-level communication.  
Part 4 [5] is also important from the perspective of this 
manuscript. This part contains the conformance tests (TTCN-3 
scripts) for the requirements specified in ISO 15118-2. Note 
that part 4 also contains lower layer test cases related to the 
wired link that are not considered in the present prototype 
system. 
Part 5 is currently under preparation. When it is finalized, it will 
contain the conformance tests for the physical interface and its 
requirements defined in ISO 15118-3 [4].  
Fig. 1: Relationship between ISO 15118 parts 
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communicate with the charging station using the power cable, i.e. 
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as well. This paper aims to provide an implementation that 
accomplishes a wireless authentication solution (WAS). With that 
the electric vehicles can establish V2G connection when 
approaching the charging pool, then identify and authenticate the 
driver and/or the vehicle. Furthermore, the paper presents a 
TTCN-3 based validation and verification (V&V) framework in 
order to test the conformance of the prototype implementation 
against the standard. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The proportion of Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) and Plug-In 
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), against conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engine, is growing 
remarkably in developed countries. Led by the USA, the 
European Union and Japan the BEV and PHEV market is 
rapidly growing [1]. To serve this increased demand, massive 
charge point deployment is required. Nevertheless, due to 
business issues (e.g. billing) and grid limitations, smart 
charging is also a mandatory requirement to overcome the 
issues caused by mass electric vehicle (EV) recharging. For the 
sake f convenience hereafter the collection term EV for both 
battery electric vehicles and PHEVs is used. 
The communication between EVs is an extensively researched 
topic and it is becoming an essential part of the C-ITS 
(Cooperative Intelligent transportation system) environment. 
The bi-directional communication between the vehicle and the 
charging point (and the grid infrastructure behind it) is referred 
to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G), thus V2G provides a 
communication interface for bi-directional charging (or 
discharging) of EVs. The EV charging station is the so-called 
EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Inside the EV 
there is a module responsible for the V2G communication. This 
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module is referred to as Electric Vehicle Communication 
Controller (EVCC), while in the case of EVSE the literature 
uses the term Supply Equipment Communication Controller 
(SECC). The EV is capable of communicating with the 
charging point using its EVCC. The message exchange between 
the EV and the EVSE is standardized by ISO/IEC (International 
Organization for Standardization/ International 
Electrotechnical Commission) in the series of 15118 
(e.g. [2] – [7]). As the communication parts of this generic 
equipment are the EVCC and SECC, ISO 15118 describes the 
communication between these components. ISO 15118 is the 
enabler of vehicle-to-grid applications. 
The main challenge of any standardized technology is 
conformance and interoperability. Conformance testing checks 
a specific product (or maybe a part of a product) for compliance 
to requirements given in a base standard. A definition of 
interoperability testing is the "ability" of two or more systems 
(or components) to exchange and use information and execute 
successful procedures/sessions. The aim of interoperability 
testing is not restricted to demonstrating that products (from 
different manufacturers) can work together: it also shows that 
these products can work together using a specific protocol. 
Multi-vendor compatibility is crucial for the success of V2G 
technology. 
The contribution of this manuscript is given as follows: 
1. Introduce a prototype SECC implementation, which uses 
wireless (WLAN-based) communication to handle a V2G 
session with the EVCC. A wireless authentication solution 
(WAS) is presented that allows and handles the V2G 
communication and the identification of the EV via 
wireless links.  
2. Provide a validation and verification (V&V) tool to test the 
V2G conformance of the implemented prototype against 
the base standard given in [3].  
It is important to highlight the fact that V2G was originally 
planned to be used in a wired manner (i.e. using the charging 
cable with power line communication). However, wireless 
communication recently gained higher attention, even in the 
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Abstract— Vehicle to grid (V2G) communication for electric 
vehicles and their charging points is already well established by 
the ISO 15118 standard. The standard allows vehicles to 
communicate with the charging station using the power cable, i.e. 
a wired link, but it is improved to enable wireless (WLAN) links 
as well. This paper aims to provide an implementation that 
accomplishes a wireless authentication solution (WAS). With th t
th  electric vehicles can establ sh V2G connection when
approaching the charging pool, then identify and authenticate the 
driver and/or the vehicle. Furthermore, the paper presents a 
TTCN-3 based validation and verification (V&V) framework in 
order to test the conformance of the prototype implementation 
against the standard. 
 
Index Terms—Vehicle-to-Grid, ISO 15118, wireless charging, 
Electric Vehicle, ITS, TTCN-3 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The proportion of Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) and Plug-In 
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), against conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engine, is growing 
remarkably in developed countries. Led by the USA, the 
European Union and Japan the BEV and PHEV market is 
rapidly growing [1]. To serve this increased demand, massive 
charge point deployment is required. Nevertheless, due to 
business issues (e.g. billing) and grid limitations, smart 
charging is also a mandatory requirement to overcome the 
issues caused by mass electric vehicle (EV) recharging. For the 
sake of c venienc  hereafter the collection term EV f r both 
battery electric vehicles and PHEVs is used. 
The communication between EVs is an extensively researched 
topic and it is becoming an essential part of the C-ITS 
(Cooperative Intelligent transportation system) environment. 
The bi-directional commu ication between the vehicle and t  
charging poi t (and th  grid infrastructure behind i ) is referred 
to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G), thus V2G provides a 
communication interface for bi-directional charging (or 
discharging) of EVs. The EV charging station is the so-called 
EVSE (Electric Vehicl  Supply Equipment). Inside the EV
ther  is a module responsible for the V2G communication. Thi  
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module is referred to as Electric Vehicle Communication 
Controller (EVCC), while in the case of EVSE the literature 
uses the term Supply Equipment Communication Controller 
(SECC). The EV is capable of communicating with the 
charging p int using its EVCC. The message exchang  between 
the EV and the EVSE is standardized by ISO/IEC (International 
Organization for Standardization/ International 
Electrotechnical Commission) in the series of 15118 
(e.g. [2] – [7]). As the communication parts of this generic 
equipment are the EVCC and SEC , ISO 15118 describes the 
communication between these components. ISO 15118 is the 
enabler of vehicle-to-grid applications. 
The main challenge of any standardized technology is 
confor ance and interoperability. Conformance testing checks 
a specific product (or maybe a part of a product) for compliance 
to requirements given in a base standard. A definition of 
interoperability testing is the "ability" of two or more systems 
(or components) to exchange and use information and execute 
successful procedures/sessions. The aim of interoperability 
testing is not restricted to demonstrating that products (from 
different manufacturers) can work together: it also shows that 
these products can work together using a specific protocol. 
Multi-vendor compatibility is crucial for the success of V2G 
technology. 
The contribution of this manuscript is given as follo s: 
1. Introduce a prototype SECC implementation, which uses 
wireless (WLAN-based) communication to handle a V2G 
session with the EVCC. A wireless authentication solution 
(WAS) is presented that allows and handles the V2G 
communication and the identification of the EV via 
wirele s links.  
2. Provide a validation and verification (V&V) tool to test the 
V2G conformance of the implemented prototype against 
the base standard given in [3].  
It is important to highlight the fact that V2G was originally 
planned to be used in a wired manner (i.e. using the charging 
cable with pow r line communication). However, wireless 
communic tion recently gained higher attention, even in the 
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 
bstract  e icle to gri  ( 2 ) co icatio  for electric 
ve icles a  t eir c argi g oi ts is alrea y ell esta lis e  y 
t e I  15118 sta ar . e sta ar  allo s ve icles to 
co icate it  t e c argi g statio  si g t e o er ca le, i.e. 
a ire  li , t it is i rove  to e a le ireless ( ) li s 
as ell. is a er ai s to rovi e a  i le e tatio  t at 
acco lis es a ireless a t e ticatio  sol tio  ( ). it  t at 
t  electric ve icles ca  esta lis  2  co ectio  e  
a roac i g t e c argi g ool, t e  i e tify a  a t e ticate t e
river a /or t e ve icle. rt er ore, t e a er rese ts a 
-3 ase  vali atio  a  verificatio  ( ) fra e or  i  
or er to test t e co for a ce of t e rototy e i le e tatio  
agai st t e sta ar . 
 
I dex er s e icle-to- ri , I  15118, ireless c argi g, 
lectric e icle, I , -3 
I. I I  
e r rti  f atter  lectric e icles ( ) a  l -I
ri lectric e icl s ( ), a ai st c e ti al
e icles it  i ter al c sti  e i e, is r i
re ar a l  i  e el e  c tries. e   e , t e
r ea  i  Ja a  t e  a   ar et is
ra i l  r i  [ ].  ser e t is i crease  e a , assi
c ar e i t l e t is re ire . e ert eless, e 
si ess iss es (e. . illi ) a  ri  li itati s, s art 
c ar i  is als  a a at r  re ire e t t  e c e t e
iss es ca se   ass electric e icle ( ) rec ar i . r t e
sa e f c e ie c ereafter t e c llecti  ter   f r t
atter  electr c e icles a  s is s . 
e c icati  t ee   is a  e te si el  researc
ic a  it is ec i  a  esse tial art f t e -I
( erati e I telli e t tra s rtati  s ste ) e ir e t.
e i- recti al c icati  et ee  t e e icle a  t e
c ar i  i t (a  t ri  i frastr ct re e i  i ) is referre
 as e icle-t - ri  ( ), t s  r i es a
c icati  i terface f r i- irecti al c ar i  ( r 
isc ar i ) f s. e  c ar i  stati  is t e s -calle
 ( lectric e icl  l  i e t). I si e t e 
t er  is a le res si le f r t e  c icati . i
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le is referre   as lectric e icle icati
tr ller ( ), ile i  t e case f t e literat re
ses t e ter  l  i e t icati  tr ller
( ). e  is ca a le f c icati  it  t e
c ar i  i t si  its . e essa e e c a e et e
t e  a  t   is sta ar ize   I /I  (I ter ati al
r a izati  f r ta ar izati / I ter ati al
lectr tec ical issi ) i  t e series f  
(e. . [ ]  [ ]). s t e c icati  arts f t is e er c
e i e t are t e  a  , I   escri es t e
c icati  et ee  t ese c e ts. I   is t
e a ler f e icle-t - ri  a licati s. 
 ai  c alle e f a  sta ar ize  tec l  i
c f r a c  a  i ter era ilit . f r a ce testi  c ec s
a s ecific r ct ( r a e a art f a r ct) f r c lia ce
 re re e ts e  i a ase sta ar .  efi iti  f
i ter era ilit  testi  is t e "a ili " f t  r re s te s
( r c e ts) t  e c a e a  se f r ati  a  e ec te
s ccessf l r ce res/sessi s. e ai  f i ter era ilit
sti  is t restricte  t  e strati  t at r cts (fr  
iffere t a fact rer ) c  r  t et r: it als  s s t at 
t ese r cts ca  r  t et er si  a s ecific r t c l. 
lti- e r c ati ilit  is cr cial f r t e s ccess f  
tec l . 
e c tri ti  f t is a scri t is i e  as f ll s: 
. I tr ce a r t t e  i le e tati , ic  ses 
ireless ( - ase ) c icati  t  a le a  
sessi  it  t e .  ireless a t e ticati  s l ti  
( ) is rese te  t at all s a  a les t e  
c icati  a  t e i e tificati  f t e  ia 
ireless li s.  
. r i e a ali ati  a  erificati  ( ) t l t  test t e 
 c f r a ce f t e i le e te  r t t e a ai st 
t e ase sta ar  i e  i  [ ].  
It is i rta t t  i li t t e fact t at  as ri i all  
la e  t  e se i  a ire  a er (i.e. si  t e c ar i  
ca le it  r l e c icati ). e er, ireless 
c icati  rece tl  ai e  i er atte ti , e e  i  t e 
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2 
standardization process [8], [9]. Wireless communication 
between EV and EVSE is based on WLAN (802.11n or Wi-Fi). 
Hereafter the term wireless link is used, noting that it actually 
denotes WLAN in the context of this manuscript. To be more 
precise, the ISO 15118 foresees the option of wireless 
authentication especially in the draft of its sixth part [7] (more 
details are given in Section II.B). The wireless interface allows 
the EV driver to start the V2G communication (and/or use 
optional value-added services) before parking. If the charge 
point is reserved, then the EV driver may be notified via 
wireless interface before parking. With wired communication 
this is only possible after parking and plugging the EV. 
The conformance testing framework is based on script language 
used for testing purposes, the so-called TTCN-3 (Testing and 
Test Control Notation version 3) [10]. V2G has massive 
literature background related to security issues and performance 
tests. However, the conformance testing of the V2G protocol 
itself is less discussed. On the other hand, this is also a relevant 
issue, which enables the spreading of V2G technology 
worldwide. 
A. Related Works 
The first significant V2G related test paper was presented by 
Project eNterop [11]. They had created a conformance testing 
setup that is for black box testing of connected Systems Under 
Test (SUT) [12]. They define conformance tests, which can be 
fully automated. Furthermore they applied TTCN-3 scripts and 
later this test setup was used in ISO 15118-4 [5]. Shin et al., 
in [13] provides a test system for EVSE in accordance with 
relevant standards, including ISO-15118-2,3 ([3], [4]) IEC-
61851, IEC 61850-90-8 and HPGP (HomePlug Green PHY – 
Power line communication). 
Compared to these related works, our conformance testing 
framework differs in two aspects. First, our conformance 
testing framework is using Ericsson’s Titan TTCN-3 
complier [14], which is now open source. Therefore, there is no 
need to buy expensive software to compile TTCN-3 scripts. 
Secondly, in this manuscript the focus is on the wireless 
(WLAN based) communication between the tested system and 
the conformance test tool. This is a completely new paradigm, 
therefore the standardization process has just began [6], [7]. 
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief 
introduction to the series of ISO 15118. Section III introduces 
the proposed WAS, meanwhile Section IV presents the 
conformance testing framework. Finally, Section V gives 
concluding remarks and concludes the paper. 
II. STANDARDS OF ISO 15118 
The series of ISO 15118 standard currently contains nine parts. 
Each part is responsible for a small piece of the field of V2G. 
In this section, a brief overview of this standard family is given. 
ISO 15118-1 has the title „General information and use-case 
definition”. This document collects the use cases and overall 
goals of the standard itself [2]. 
The second part [3] is the most important from all for us, since 
it defines the technical specifications of all application layer 
messages and their respective parameters exchanged between 
the EV and the EVSE.  
The (wired) physical and data link layer requirements are given 
in ISO-15118-3 [4]. Power line communication as defined in 
the HomePlug Green PHY specification is applied to encode 
digital signals onto the Control Pilot (CP) pin, which is part of 
the charging cable. These layers establish the Higher-Level 
Communication (HLC) outlined in ISO 15118-2. This third part 
also concerns the interaction with another standard called IEC 
61851. This specifies analogue signals that encode the available 
amperage at a charging station. ISO 15118 builds upon this 
analogue and mainly safety-related IEC standard and enhances 
the charging process with digital higher-level communication.  
Part 4 [5] is also important from the perspective of this 
manuscript. This part contains the conformance tests (TTCN-3 
scripts) for the requirements specified in ISO 15118-2. Note 
that part 4 also contains lower layer test cases related to the 
wired link that are not considered in the present prototype 
system. 
Part 5 is currently under preparation. When it is finalized, it will 
contain the conformance tests for the physical interface and its 
requirements defined in ISO 15118-3 [4].  
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standardization process [8], [9]. Wireless communication 
between EV and EVSE is based on WLAN (802.11n or Wi-Fi). 
Hereafter the term wireless link is used, noting that it actually 
denotes WLAN in the context of this manuscript. To be more 
precise, the ISO 15118 foresees the option of wireless 
authentication especially in the draft of its sixth part [7] (more 
details are given in Section II.B). The wireless interface allows 
the EV driver to start the V2G communication (and/or use 
optional value-added services) before parking. If the charge 
point is reserved, then the EV driver may be notified via 
wireless interface before parking. With wired communication 
this is only possible after parking and plugging the EV. 
The conformance testing framework is based on script language 
used for testing purposes, the so-called TTCN-3 (Testing and 
Test Control Notation version 3) [10]. V2G has massive 
literature background related to security issues and performance 
tests. However, the conformance testing of the V2G protocol 
itself is less discussed. On the other hand, this is also a relevant 
issue, which enables the spreading of V2G technology 
worldwide. 
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setup that is for black box testing of connected Systems Under 
Test (SUT) [12]. They define conformance tests, which can be 
fully automated. Furthermore they applied TTCN-3 scripts and 
later this test setup was used in ISO 15118-4 [5]. Shin et al., 
in [13] provides a test system for EVSE in accordance with 
relevant standards, including ISO-15118-2,3 ([3], [4]) IEC-
61851, IEC 61850-90-8 and HPGP (HomePlug Green PHY – 
Power line communication). 
Compared to these related works, our conformance testing 
framework differs in two aspects. First, our conformance 
testing framework is using Ericsson’s Titan TTCN-3 
complier [14], which is now open source. Therefore, there is no 
need to buy expensive software to compile TTCN-3 scripts. 
Secondly, in this manuscript the focus is on the wireless 
(WLAN based) communication between the tested system and 
the conformance test tool. This is a completely new paradigm, 
therefore the standardization process has just began [6], [7]. 
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief 
introduction to the series of ISO 15118. Section III introduces 
the proposed WAS, meanwhile Section IV presents the 
conformance testing framework. Finally, Section V gives 
concluding remarks and concludes the paper. 
II. STANDARDS OF ISO 15118 
The series of ISO 15118 standard currently contains nine parts. 
Each part is responsible for a small piece of the field of V2G. 
In this section, a brief overview of this standard family is given. 
ISO 15118-1 has the title „General information and use-case 
definition”. This document collects the use cases and overall 
goals of the standard itself [2]. 
The second part [3] is the most important from all for us, since 
it defines the technical specifications of all application layer 
messages and their respective parameters exchanged between 
the EV and the EVSE.  
The (wired) physical and data link layer requirements are given 
in ISO-15118-3 [4]. Power line communication as defined in 
the HomePlug Green PHY specification is applied to encode 
digital signals onto the Control Pilot (CP) pin, which is part of 
the charging cable. These layers establish the Higher-Level 
Communication (HLC) outlined in ISO 15118-2. This third part 
also concerns the interaction with another standard called IEC 
61851. This specifies analogue signals that encode the available 
amperage at a charging station. ISO 15118 builds upon this 
analogue and mainly safety-related IEC standard and enhances 
the charging process with digital higher-level communication.  
Part 4 [5] is also important from the perspective of this 
manuscript. This part contains the conformance tests (TTCN-3 
scripts) for the requirements specified in ISO 15118-2. Note 
that part 4 also contains lower layer test cases related to the 
wired link that are not considered in the present prototype 
system. 
Part 5 is currently under preparation. When it is finalized, it will 
contain the conformance tests for the physical interface and its 
requirements defined in ISO 15118-3 [4].  
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standardization process [8], [9]. Wireless c nication 
between EV a d EVSE is based on WLAN (802.11n or Wi-Fi). 
Hereafter the term wireless link is used, noting that it actually 
denotes WLAN in the context of this ma uscript. To be more 
precise, the ISO 15118 foresees the option of wireless 
authentication especially in the draft of its sixth part [7] (more 
details are given in Section II.B). The wireless interface allows 
the EV driver to start the V2G communication ( nd/or use 
optional value-added services) bef re parking. If the charg  
point is reserve , then the EV driver may be notified via 
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this is only possible after r i  and plugging the EV. 
The conformance t sting fr mework is based on script language 
used for testing purposes, the so-called TTCN-3 (Testi  nd 
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(WLAN based) communication between the tested system and 
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The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief 
introduction to the series of ISO 15118. Section III introduc s 
the prop sed WAS, meanwhile Section IV presents the 
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cluding remarks and concludes the paper. 
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ISO 15118-1 has the title „General inform tion and use-case 
definition”. T is document coll cts the use cases and overall 
goals of the standard itself [2]. 
The second part [3] is the most important from all for us, since 
it defines the technical specifications of all application layer 
messag  and their respective p rameters exchanged between 
th  EV and the EVSE.  
The (wire ) physical and data link layer requirements are given 
in ISO-15118-3 [4]. Power line communication as defined i  
the HomePlug Green PHY specification is applied to encode 
digital signals onto the Control Pilot (CP) pin, which is part of 
the char ing cable. These layers establish the Higher-Level 
Communication (HLC) outlined in ISO 15118-2. This third part 
also concerns the interaction with another standard calle  IEC 
61851. This specifies analogue signals t at encode the available 
amperage at a harging station. ISO 15118 builds upon this 
nalogue and mainly safety-related IEC standard and enhances 
the charging process with digital higher-level communication.  
Part 4 [5] is also important from the p rspective of this 
manuscript. This part contai s the conformance tests (TTCN-3 
scripts) for the requirements specified in ISO 15118-2. Note 
that part 4 also contains lower layer test cases related to th  
wired link that are not c nsidered in the present prot typ  
system. 
Part 5 is currently under preparation. When it is finalized, it will 
contain the co formance t sts for the p ysical interface and its 
requirements defined in ISO 15118-3 [4].  
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standardization process [8], [9]. Wireless communication 
between EV and EVSE is based on WLAN (802.11n or Wi-Fi). 
Hereafter the term wireless link is used, noting that it actually 
denotes WLAN in the context of this manuscript. To be more 
precise, the ISO 15118 foresees the option of wireless 
authentication especially in the draft of its sixth part [7] (more 
details are given in Section II.B). The wireless interface allows 
the EV driver to start the V2G communication (and/or use 
optional value-added services) before parking. If the charge 
point is reserved, then the EV driver may be notified via 
wireless interface before parking. With wired communication 
this is only possible after parking and plugging the EV. 
The conformance testing framework is based on script language 
used for testing purposes, the so-called TTCN-3 (Testing and 
Test Control Notation version 3) [10]. V2G has massive 
literature background related to security issues and performance 
tests. However, the conformance testing of the V2G protocol 
itself is less discussed. On the other hand, this is also a relevant 
issue, which enables the spreading of V2G technology 
worldwide. 
A. Related Works 
The first significant V2G related test paper was presented by 
Project eNterop [11]. They had created a conformance testing 
setup that is for black box testing of connected Systems Under 
Test (SUT) [12]. They define conformance tests, which can be 
fully automated. Furthermore they applied TTCN-3 scripts and 
later this test setup was used in ISO 15118-4 [5]. Shin et al., 
in [13] provides a test system for EVSE in accordance with 
relevant standards, including ISO-15118-2,3 ([3], [4]) IEC-
61851, IEC 61850-90-8 and HPGP (HomePlug Green PHY – 
Power line communication). 
Compared to these related works, our conformance testing 
framework differs in two aspects. First, our conformance 
testing framework is using Ericsson’s Titan TTCN-3 
complier [14], which is now open source. Therefore, there is no 
need to buy expensive software to compile TTCN-3 scripts. 
Secondly, in this manuscript the focus is on the wireless 
(WLAN based) communication between the tested system and 
the conformance test tool. This is a completely new paradigm, 
therefore the standardization process has just began [6], [7]. 
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section I  gives a brief 
introduction to the series of ISO 15118. Section III introduces 
the proposed WAS, meanwhile Section IV presents the 
conformance testing framework. Finally, Section V gives 
concluding remarks and concludes the paper. 
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The ser es of ISO 15118 standard currentl  contains nine parts. 
Each part is responsible f r a small piece of the field of V2G. 
In this section, a brief overview of this standard family is given. 
ISO 15118-1 has the title „General information and use-case 
definition”. This document collects the use cases and overall 
goals of the standard itself [2]. 
The second part [3] is the most important from all for us, since 
it defines the technical specifications of all application layer 
messages and their respective parameters exchanged between 
the EV and the EVSE.  
The (wired) physical and data link layer requirements are given 
in ISO-15118-3 [4]. Power line communication as defined in 
the HomePlug Green PHY specification is applied to encode 
digital signals onto the Control Pilot (CP) pin, which is part of 
the charging cable. These layers establish the Higher-Level 
Communication (HLC) outlined in ISO 15118-2. This third part 
also concerns the interaction with another standard called IEC 
61851. This specifies analogue signals that encode the available 
amperage at a charging station. ISO 15118 builds upon this 
analogue and mainly safety-related IEC standard and enhances 
the charging process with digital higher-level communication.  
Part 4 [5] is also important from the perspective of this 
manuscript. This part contains the conformance tests (TTCN-3 
scripts) for the requirements specified in ISO 15118-2. Note 
that part 4 also contains lower layer test cases related to the 
wired link that are not considered in the present prototype 
system. 
Part 5 is currently under preparation. When it is finalized, it will 
contain the conformance tests for the physical interface and its 
requirements defined in ISO 15118-3 [4].  
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ISO 15118-6 [7] collects the general information and use-case 
definition for wireless communication, similarly to ISO 15118-
1. It is foreseen that Part 1 and 6 will be merged into one 
document in the near future and both wired and wireless 
communication use cases will be available in the next version 
of ISO 15118-1. 
The network and application protocol requirements for wireless 
communication will be presented in Part 7, however this 
document does not yet exist. It is also foreseen that Part 2 and 7 
will be merged into one document.  
Part 8 [6] is similar to Part 3, the big difference between them 
is that it contains the physical layer and data link layer 
requirements for wireless communication. The first version of 
15118-8 was published in the first quarter of 2018. 
Finally, Part 9 shall contain the conformance tests for wireless 
charging. On the other hand, Part 9 is under development, 
therefore, there is no document available yet.  
An overview of ISO 15118 and the relationship between the 
parts are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
A. V2G protocol stack (PLC) 
The protocol stack of the V2G is presented in this subsection. 
The whole protocol stack is lavishly detailed in ISO-15118-
2 [3], therefore we just give a brief presentation in this 
subsection. After the plug of the EVSE is connected to the EV 
an IPv6 address is assigned to the EV (the physical- and MAC 
layer link is established). The IPv6 address is assigned to the 
EV by DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) and 
Stateless auto-configuration (SLAAC). Note that SLAAC is 
mandatory, but DHCPv6 is optional according to the standard. 
Subsequently, the EV shall send a SECC Discovery Request 
message as UDP multicast over IPv6. The SECC receives and 
replies to the request with a response message containing the 
link-local IPv6 address of the EVSE. This message exchange is 
the so-called SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP). Afterwards the 
HLC can start. HLC is the bidirectional digital communication 
that uses the protocol and messages specified in ISO 15118-2 
and ISO 15118-3 (or 15118-7). HLC includes the Protocol 
Handshake using the Vehicle to Grid Transfer Protocol 
(V2GTP), over the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) format, 
and the V2G messages (e.g. Session Setup Request message). 
HLC allows, among other things, to negotiate the charging 
parameters and to authenticate and authorize the EV and the 
user, utilizing more secure cryptographic certificates in the plug 
and charge case. 
The EV-EVSE can send or receive V2G application layer 
messages. On top, the possible message set is selected based on 
the usage. There are common V2G application layer messages 
and there are some sets related to the charging type (e.g. AC, 
DC or inductive charging, etc.). The V2G messages are 
described in the format of XML (Extensible Markup 
Language). A plain XML message contains significant 
overhead and unnecessary information (unnecessary regarding 
the EVCC or SECC part). Therefore, to reduce the size of the 
XML message it is encoded into EXI format. The resulting data 
is encapsulated into the V2GTP, which is encrypted using the 
TLS protocol, and transmitted using the general TCP/IP 
 
 
Fig. 2: Wireless communication between SECC and EV(s) as 
described in ISO 15118-6 [7] 
 
Fig. 3: Association and Pairing sequence 
protocol suite to the EV or EVSE. The standard defines a couple 
of possible data links and physical layers as well [3], [6].  
B. Wireless V2G 
Unlike the PLC case, which may apply only to conductive 
charging, the wireless communication allows the support of 
more use cases such as the static inductive charging or the 
dynamic Wireless Power Transfer (WPT). The wireless parts of 
the ISO 15118 (parts 6, 7 and 8) base their considerations on 
three entities already defined in the ISO 15118-1. These are the 
following: EVSE, EVCC and SECC. 
Unlike in the wired case (plug and charge), where the 
communication is rather point-to-point, the wireless 
communication is point to multipoint, which creates several 
challenges for the communication integrity, confidentiality and 
authenticity [15]. Thus, the ISO 15118 foresees an additional 
pairing mechanism to make sure that the EV, which is 
(wirelessly) communicating to the EVSE is in fact the exact one 
plugged at the Charge point or driving over the coil in case of 
WPT.  
The main difference between the wireless V2G and the PLC 
V2G is that in the PLC case, the communication starts when the 
car is plugged, and the communication partner (EVCC and 
SECC) are unambiguously identifiable. Furthermore, the SECC 
knows exactly at which EVSE the EV is plugged. Where as in 
the wireless V2G, this is not true, and the wireless V2G protocol 
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document does not yet exist. It is also foreseen that Part 2 and 7 
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Finally, Part 9 shall contain the conformance tests for wireless 
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therefore, there is no document available yet.  
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user, utilizing more secure cryptographic certificates in the plug 
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The EV-EVSE can send or receive V2G application layer 
messages. On top, the possible message set is selected based on 
the usage. There are common V2G application layer messages 
and there are some sets related to the charging type (e.g. AC, 
DC or inductive charging, etc.). The V2G messages are 
described in the format of XML (Extensible Markup 
Language). A plain XML message contains significant 
overhead and unnecessary information (unnecessary regarding 
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XML message it is encoded into EXI format. The resulting data 
is encapsulated into the V2GTP, which is encrypted using the 
TLS protocol, and transmitted using the general TCP/IP 
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protocol suite to the EV or EVSE. The standard defines a couple 
of possible data links and physical layers as well [3], [6].  
B. Wireless V2G 
Unlike the PLC case, which may apply only to conductive 
charging, the wireless communication allows the support of 
more use cases such as the static inductive charging or the 
dynamic Wireless Power Transfer (WPT). The wireless parts of 
the ISO 15118 (parts 6, 7 and 8) base their considerations on 
three entities already defined in the ISO 15118-1. These are the 
following: EVSE, EVCC and SECC. 
Unlike in the wired case (plug and charge), where the 
communication is rather point-to-point, the wireless 
communication is point to multipoint, which creates several 
challenges for the communication integrity, confidentiality and 
authenticity [15]. Thus, the ISO 15118 foresees an additional 
pairing mechanism to make sure that the EV, which is 
(wirelessly) communicating to the EVSE is in fact the exact one 
plugged at the Charge point or driving over the coil in case of 
WPT.  
The main difference between the wireless V2G and the PLC 
V2G is that in the PLC case, the communication starts when the 
car is plugged, and the communication partner (EVCC and 
SECC) are unambiguously identifiable. Furthermore, the SECC 
knows exactly at which EVSE the EV is plugged. Where as in 
the wireless V2G, this is not true, and the wireless V2G protocol 
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ISO 15118-6 [7] collects the general information and use-case 
definition for wireless communication, similarly to ISO 15118-
1. It is foreseen that Part 1 and 6 will be merged into one 
document in the near future and both wired and wireless 
communication use cases will be available in the next version 
of ISO 15118-1. 
The network and application protocol requirements for wireless 
communication will be presented in Part 7, however this 
document does not yet exist. It is also foreseen that Part 2 and 7 
will be merged into one document.  
Part 8 [6] is similar to Part 3, the big difference between them 
is that it contains the physical layer and data link layer 
requirements for wireless communication. The first version of 
15118-8 was published in the first quarter of 2018. 
Finally, Part 9 shall contain the conformance tests for wireless 
charging. On the other hand, Part 9 is under development, 
therefore, there is no document available yet.  
An overview of ISO 15118 and the relationship between the 
parts are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
A. V2G protocol stack (PLC) 
The protocol stack of the V2G is presented in this subsection. 
The whole protocol stack is lavishly detailed in ISO-15118-
2 [3], therefore we just give a brief presentation in this 
subsection. After the plug of the EVSE is connected to the EV 
an IPv6 address is assigned to the EV (the physical- and MAC 
layer link is established). The IPv6 address is assigned to the 
EV by DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) and 
Stateless auto-configuration (SLAAC). Note that SLAAC is 
mandatory, but DHCPv6 is optional according to the standard. 
Subsequently, the EV shall send a SECC Discovery Request 
message as UDP multicast over IPv6. The SECC receives and 
replies to the request with a response message containing the 
link-local IPv6 address of the EVSE. This message exchange is 
the so-called SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP). Afterwards the 
HLC can start. HLC is the bidirectional digital communication 
that uses the protocol and messages specified in ISO 15118-2 
and ISO 15118-3 (or 15118-7). HLC includes the Protocol 
Handshake using the Vehicle to Grid Transfer Protocol 
(V2GTP), over the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) format, 
and the V2G messages (e.g. Session Setup Request message). 
HLC allows, among other things, to negotiate the charging 
parameters and to authenticate and authorize the EV and the 
user, utilizing more secure cryptographic certificates in the plug 
and charge case. 
The EV-EVSE can send or receive V2G application layer 
messages. On top, the possible message set is selected based on 
the usage. There are common V2G application layer messages 
and there are some sets related to the charging type (e.g. AC, 
DC or inductive charging, etc.). The V2G messages are 
described in the format of XML (Extensible Markup 
Language). A plain XML message contains significant 
overhead and unnecessary information (unnecessary regarding 
the EVCC or SECC part). Therefore, to reduce the size of the 
XML message it is encoded into EXI format. The resulting data 
is encapsulated into the V2GTP, which is encrypted using the 
TLS protocol, and transmitted using the general TCP/IP 
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protocol suite to the EV or EVSE. The standard defines a couple 
of possible data links and physical layers as well [3], [6].  
B. Wireless V2G 
Unlike the PLC case, which may apply only to conductive 
charging, the wireless communication allows the support of 
more use cases such as the static inductive charging or the 
dynamic Wireless Power Transfer (WPT). The wireless parts of 
the ISO 15118 (parts 6, 7 and 8) base their considerations on 
three entities already defined in the ISO 15118-1. These are the 
following: EVSE, EVCC and SECC. 
Unlike in the wired case (plug and charge), where the 
communication is rather point-to-point, the wireless 
communication is point to multipoint, which creates several 
challenges for the communication integrity, confidentiality and 
authenticity [15]. Thus, the ISO 15118 foresees an additional 
pairing mechanism to make sure that the EV, which is 
(wirelessly) communicating to the EVSE is in fact the exact one 
plugged at the Charge point or driving over the coil in case of 
WPT.  
The main difference between the wireless V2G and the PLC 
V2G is that in the PLC case, the communication starts when the 
car is plugged, and the communication partner (EVCC and 
SECC) are unambiguously identifiable. Furthermore, the SECC 
knows exactly at which EVSE the EV is plugged. Where as in 
the wireless V2G, this is not true, and the wireless V2G protocol 
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ISO 15118-6 [7] collects the general information and use-case 
definition for wireless ommunication, simil rly to ISO 15118-
1. It is foreseen that Part 1 and 6 will be merged into one 
document in the near future and both wired an wireless
c m u ication use c ses will be available in the ext version
of ISO 15118-1. 
The network and application protocol requirements for wireless 
communicatio  will be presented in Part 7, however thi
d cu e t does not yet exist. It is also foreseen that Part 2 and 7
will be merg d into on  document.  
Part 8 [6] is similar to Part 3, the big difference between them 
is hat it contains the physical layer and data link layer
requirements for wireless communication. The first version of
15118-8 wa publish d in the first qu rter of 2018. 
Finally, Part 9 shall contain the conformance tests for wireless 
charging. On t e other hand, Part 9 is under development,
t erefore, there is n  document av ilable yet.  
An overview of ISO 15118 and the relationship between the 
parts are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
A. V2G protocol stack (PLC) 
The protocol stack of the V2G is presented in this subsection. 
whole protocol s ack is lavishly detailed in ISO-15118-
2 [3], therefore we just give a brief presentation in this 
subsection. Aft r the plug of the EVSE is connected to the EV
an IPv6 address is assigned to the EV (the physi al- and MAC
layer link is tablished). The IPv6 addr ss is assigne  to the
EV by DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configurat on Protocol) and
Stateless auto-configuration (SLAAC). No e that SLAAC is
m ndatory, but DHCPv6 is optional according o the standard. 
Subsequently, the EV shall send  SECC Discovery Request 
mes age as UDP multicast ov r IPv6. The SECC receiv s and
replies to the request with a r sponse message containing the
link-local IPv6 address of the EVSE. This message exchange is
the so- led SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP). Aft rwards the
HLC can start. HLC is the bidirecti na digital communication
that uses the protocol and messages spec fied in ISO 15118-2
and ISO 15118-3 (or 15118-7). HLC includes the Protocol
Handshake using the Vehicle to Gr d Transfer 
(V2GTP), over the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) f rmat,
and the V2G messages (e.g. Session S tup Request message).
HLC allows, amon  other things, to negotiate the charging
parameters and t  authenticate and authorize he EV and the
user, utilizing more secure cryptographic certificates in the plug
and charge case. 
The EV-EVSE can send or receive V2G application layer 
messages. On top, the possible message set is selected based on
th  usage There are common V2G pplication ayer me sages
and ther  are some sets related to the charging type (e.g. AC,
DC or inductive charging, etc.). The V2G messages are
described in the fo mat of XML (Extensible Markup
Language). A plain XML message contains significant
overhead and unnecessary infor ation (unnecessary regarding
the EVCC or SECC part). The efore, to reduce the size of the
XML message it is encoded into EXI format. The r sulting data
is encapsul ted into the V2GTP, which is encrypt d using the
TLS protocol, and transmitted us ng the general TCP/IP
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protocol suite to the EV or EVSE. The standard defines a couple 
of p ssible da a links and physical layers as well [3], [6].  
B. Wireless V2G 
Unlike the PLC case, which may apply only to conductive 
charging, the wireless communication all ws the suppor  of
more use cases such as the static inductive charging r the
dynamic Wireles  Power Tran fer (WPT). The wireless pa ts of
the ISO 15118 (parts 6, 7 and 8) base their consid rations on
ree entities already defined in the ISO 15118-1. These are the
following: EVSE, EVCC and SECC. 
Unlike in the wired case (plug and charge), where the 
communication is rather point-to-point, the wireless
is point to multipoint, which creates several
hallenges for the communication integrity, onfidentiality and
authenticity [15]. Thus, the ISO 15118 foresees an additional
pairing mechanism to make sure that the EV, wh ch is
(wi elessly) communicating to the EVSE is in fact the exa t one
plugg d at the Charge point r driving over the coil in case of
WPT.  
The main difference between the wireless V2G and the PLC 
V2G is that n th  PLC cas , the communication st rts when the
car is plugged, and the communication part er (EVCC and
SECC) are unambiguously identifiable. Furthermore, the SECC
knows exactly at which EVSE he EV is plugged. Where as in
the ir less V2G, this is not true, and the wireless V2G protocol
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ne ds to define the necessa y means to ensure unambiguity,
confidentiality, mutual integrity and authenticity.  
The wireless communication between the EV and the EVSE is 
depicted in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Each EVSE can be connected 
to one SECC only and the EVCC is able to communicate with 
the SECC over the wireless link. Furthermore, the association 
is defined as the process of establishment of wireless 
communication between SECC and EVCC. The Discovery is 
the phase in which EV obtains a list of available SECCs in its 
wireless communication range. This is handled by the SDP, 
similarly to wire environment. On the other hand, pairing is the 
process by which a vehicle is correlated with the unique EVSE 
at which it is located and from which the power will be 
transferred either through a cable or through wireless 
technology.  
Pairing is done after the SDP and association phases. EVCC 
asks SECC the authorization to start a Pairing sequence. After 
a positive answer from SECC Pairing starts. EV starts the 
sequence of B-State, C-State, B-State toggle (referring to the 
different vehicle states from IEC 61851). The EVSE that 
detects the sequence of toggles informs SECC of the pairing 
toggles detection. SECC informs EVCC of the correct toggles 
reception. Depending on whether the location detected is 
convenient or not, SECC may decide to ask EVCC to change 
location. The implementation details are described in [16]. 
Once SECC Discovery, Association, and Pairing are done, the 
V2G application layer communication (i.e. HLC) can start. 
Note that this approach does not depend on the high precision 
localization (e.g. GPS) to determine the proximity of the EV to 
a certain EVSE. The following Section describes the 
prototypical implementation of our wireless authentication 
solution. 
III. PROPOSED WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION (WAS) 
This prototype implements the wireless communication for the 
conductive charging case, yet most of the components are 
applicable to inductive charging. This is especially true for the 
EVCC – SECC communication (SDP and Association), and the 
high level communication (V2G application layer message 
exchange). Merely the EVSE and the EV parts have to be 
adapted to implement the correspondent standards for wireless 
power transfer, which affects the pairing (and fine positioning) 
part of the implementation. Our implementation consists of 
three entities: EVCC, SECC and EVSE. Each of these entities 
is composed in its turn of different components that provide 
different functionalities. These components can interact 
through interfaces. The functionalities of the prototype 
implementation of the ISO 15118 based wireless authentication 
cover all the layers of the ISO/OSI stack. It is important to 
highlight the fact that this implementation does not focus on the 
charge process (energy flow) itself, only on the communication 
(V2G) part. Therefore, there is no need to implement all the 
V2G message set (e.g. messages responsible for metering data 
exchange). 
A. EVCC 
The EVCC implementation refers to the conductive charging 
that uses the IEC 62196 Type-2 Connector Plug (illustrated in 
Fig. 4). The EVCC consists of the following components: EV-
Emulator and EV-Controller. 
The EV-Emulator is built up by off the shelf microcontroller 
(Atmel ATMEGA16p) and circuit elements for implementing 
the IEC 61851 functionalities necessary for the pairing, which 
is achieved by doing some toggling pattern on the wire, based 
on ISO 15118-3 [4]. Furthermore, the EV-Emulator 
implements a UART interface to the EV-Controller. Meanwhile 
the EV-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped with a 
WLAN module (802.11n) for discovering the different SECCs 
in the neighbourhood and reading out their Vendor Specific 
Elements (VSE) on the ISO-Layer 2 containing their EVSEID 
according to ISO 15118-8 [6]. The EV-controller associates 
with a SECC using IPv6 Stateless auto-configuration and 
implements a SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP) Client to get the 
SECC settings and endpoint parameters over UDP-Multicast. 
Using these parameters, the EV-controller performs a TLS 
handshake with the SECC by verifying the Root-V2G 
Fig. 4: Implemented EVCC (left) and EVSE (right) 
Fig. 5: WAS and SECC SUT 
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ISO 15118-6 [7] collects the general information and use-case 
definition for wireless communication, similarly to ISO 15118-
1. It is foreseen that Part 1 and 6 will be merged into one 
document in the near future and both wired and wireless 
communication use cases will be available in the next version 
of ISO 15118-1. 
The network and application protocol requirements for wireless 
communication will be presented in Part 7, however this 
document does not yet exist. It is also foreseen that Part 2 and 7 
will be merged into one document.  
Part 8 [6] is similar to Part 3, the big difference between them 
is that it contains the physical layer and data link layer 
requirements for wireless communication. The first version of 
15118-8 was published in the first quarter of 2018. 
Finally, Part 9 shall contain the conformance tests for wireless 
charging. On the other hand, Part 9 is under development, 
therefore, there is no document available yet.  
An overview of ISO 15118 and the relationship between the 
parts are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
A. V2G protocol stack (PLC) 
The protocol stack of the V2G is presented in this subsection. 
The whole protocol stack is lavishly detailed in ISO-15118-
2 [3], therefore we just give a brief presentation in this 
subsection. After the plug of the EVSE is connected to the EV 
an IPv6 address is assigned to the EV (the physical- and MAC 
layer link is established). The IPv6 address is assigned to the 
EV by DHCPv6 (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) and 
Stateless auto-configuration (SLAAC). Note that SLAAC is 
mandatory, but DHCPv6 is optional according to the standard. 
Subsequently, the EV shall send a SECC Discovery Request 
message as UDP multicast over IPv6. The SECC receives and 
replies to the request with a response message containing the 
link-local IPv6 address of the EVSE. This message exchange is 
the so-called SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP). Afterwards the 
HLC can start. HLC is the bidirectional digital communication 
that uses the protocol and messages specified in ISO 15118-2 
and ISO 15118-3 (or 15118-7). HLC includes the Protocol 
Handshake using the Vehicle to Grid Transfer Protocol 
(V2GTP), over the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) format, 
and the V2G messages (e.g. Session Setup Request message). 
HLC allows, among other things, to negotiate the charging 
parameters and to authenticate and authorize the EV and the 
user, utilizing more secure cryptographic certificates in the plug 
and charge case. 
The EV-EVSE can send or receive V2G application layer 
messages. On top, the possible message set is selected based on 
the usage. There are common V2G application layer messages 
and there are some sets related to the charging type (e.g. AC, 
DC or inductive charging, etc.). The V2G messages are 
described in the format of XML (Extensible Markup 
Language). A plain XML message contains significant 
overhead and unnecessary information (unnecessary regarding 
the EVCC or SECC part). Therefore, to reduce the size of the 
XML message it is encoded into EXI format. The resulting data 
is encapsulated into the V2GTP, which is encrypted using the 
TLS protocol, and transmitted using the general TCP/IP 
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protocol suite to the EV or EVSE. The standard defines a couple 
of possible data links and physical layers as well [3], [6].  
B. Wireless V2G 
Unlike the PLC case, which may apply only to conductive 
charging, the wireless communication allows the support of 
more use cases such as the static inductive charging or the 
dynamic Wireless Power Transfer (WPT). The wireless parts of 
the ISO 15118 (parts 6, 7 and 8) base their considerations on 
three entities already defined in the ISO 15118-1. These are the 
following: EVSE, EVCC and SECC. 
Unlike in the wired case (plug and charge), where the 
communication is rather point-to-point, the wireless 
communication is point to multipoint, which creates several 
challenges for the communication integrity, confidentiality and 
authenticity [15]. Thus, the ISO 15118 foresees an additional 
pairing mechanism to make sure that the EV, which is 
(wirelessly) communicating to the EVSE is in fact the exact one 
plugged at the Charge point or driving over the coil in case of 
WPT.  
The main difference between the wireless V2G and the PLC 
V2G is that in the PLC case, the communication starts when the 
car is plugged, and the communication partner (EVCC and 
SECC) are unambiguously identifiable. Furthermore, the SECC 
knows exactly at which EVSE the EV is plugged. Where as in 
the wireless V2G, this is not true, and the wireless V2G protocol 
e
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4 
needs to define the necessary means to ensure unambiguity, 
confidentiality, mutual integrity and authenticity.  
The wireless communication between the EV and the EVSE is 
depicted in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Each EVSE can be connected 
to one SECC only and the EVCC is able to communicate with 
the SECC over the wireless link. Furthermore, the association 
is defined as the process of establishment of wireless 
communication between SECC and EVCC. The Discovery is 
the phase in which EV obtains a list of available SECCs in its 
wireless communication range. This is handled by the SDP, 
similarly to wire environment. On the other hand, pairing is the 
process by which a vehicle is correlated with the unique EVSE 
at which it is located and from which the power will be 
transferred either through a cable or through wireless 
technology.  
Pairing is done after the SDP and association phases. EVCC 
asks SECC the authorization to start a Pairing sequence. After 
a positive answer from SECC Pairing starts. EV starts the 
sequence of B-State, C-State, B-State toggle (referring to the 
different vehicle states from IEC 61851). The EVSE that 
detects the sequence of toggles informs SECC of the pairing 
toggles detection. SECC informs EVCC of the correct toggles 
reception. Depending on whether the location detected is 
convenient or not, SECC may decide to ask EVCC to change 
location. The implementation details are described in [16]. 
Once SECC Discovery, Association, and Pairing are done, the 
V2G application layer communication (i.e. HLC) can start. 
Note that this approach does not depend on the high precision 
localization (e.g. GPS) to determine the proximity of the EV to 
a certain EVSE. The following Section describes the 
prototypical implementation of our wireless authentication 
solution. 
III. PROPOSED WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION (WAS) 
This prototype implements the wireless communication for the 
conductive charging case, yet most of the components are 
applicable to inductive charging. This is especially true for the 
EVCC – SECC communication (SDP and Association), and the 
high level communication (V2G application layer message 
exchange). Merely the EVSE and the EV parts have to be 
adapted to implement the correspondent standards for wireless 
power transfer, which affects the pairing (and fine positioning) 
part of the implementation. Our implementation consists of 
three entities: EVCC, SECC and EVSE. Each of these entities 
is composed in its turn of different components that provide 
different functionalities. These components can interact 
through interfaces. The functionalities of the prototype 
implementation of the ISO 15118 based wireless authentication 
cover all the layers of the ISO/OSI stack. It is important to 
highlight the fact that this implementation does not focus on the 
charge process (energy flow) itself, only on the communication 
(V2G) part. Therefore, there is no need to implement all the 
V2G message set (e.g. messages responsible for metering data 
exchange). 
A. EVCC 
The EVCC implementation refers to the conductive charging 
that uses the IEC 62196 Type-2 Connector Plug (illustrated in 
Fig. 4). The EVCC consists of the following components: EV-
Emulator and EV-Controller. 
The EV-Emulator is built up by off the shelf microcontroller 
(Atmel ATMEGA16p) and circuit elements for implementing 
the IEC 61851 functionalities necessary for the pairing, which 
is achieved by doing some toggling pattern on the wire, based 
on ISO 15118-3 [4]. Furthermore, the EV-Emulator 
implements a UART interface to the EV-Controller. Meanwhile 
the EV-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped with a 
WLAN module (802.11n) for discovering the different SECCs 
in the neighbourhood and reading out their Vendor Specific 
Elements (VSE) on the ISO-Layer 2 containing their EVSEID 
according to ISO 15118-8 [6]. The EV-controller associates 
with a SECC using IPv6 Stateless auto-configuration and 
implements a SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP) Client to get the 
SECC settings and endpoint parameters over UDP-Multicast. 
Using these parameters, the EV-controller performs a TLS 
handshake with the SECC by verifying the Root-V2G 
Fig. 4: Implemented EVCC (left) and EVSE (right) 
Fig. 5: WAS and SECC SUT 
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4 
needs to define the necessary means to ensure unambiguity, 
confidentiality, mutual integ ity and au henticity.  
The wireless co m nica ion between  EV and the EVSE is 
depicted in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Each EVSE can be connected 
to one SECC only and the EVCC is able to communicate with 
the SECC over the wirel ss link. Furth rmore, the associat on 
is defined as the process of es ablishment of wireless 
communication between SECC and EVCC. The Discovery is 
the phase in which EV obtains a list of availabl  SECCs in its 
wireles  communication r nge. This is h ndled by the SDP, 
similarly t  wire envir me t. On the other han , pairing is the 
process by hich a vehicle is correlated wit  the un que EVSE 
at which it is located and from which the power will be 
transferred either through a cable or through reless 
technology.  
Pairing is done after the SDP and association phases. EVCC 
asks SECC th u horization to start a Pairing sequence. After 
a positive answer from SECC Pairing starts. EV starts he 
sequence of B-State, C-State, B-State toggle (referring to t e 
different vehicle states from IEC 61851). The EVSE t at 
et cts the sequence of toggles informs SECC of the pairing 
toggles d tection. SECC informs EVCC of the correct toggles 
reception. Depending on whether the location de ected is 
convenient or not, SECC may decide to ask EVCC to change 
l cation. The implementation details are described in [16]. 
Once SECC Discovery, Association, and Pai ing are done, the 
V2G application layer communication (i.e. HLC) ca  start. 
Note that this approach d es not depe d on the high precision 
localization (e.g. GPS) to determin  the proximity of th  EV to 
a certa n EVSE. The following Section describes the 
prototypical implementation of our wireless authentication 
solution. 
III. PROPOSED WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION (WAS) 
This prototype implements the wireless communication for the 
conductive charging case, yet most of the components are 
applicabl  to inductive charging. This is especially tru  for th  
EVCC – SECC communication (SDP and Association), and the 
high level communicat on (V2G application layer message 
exchang ). Merely the EVSE and the EV parts have to be 
adapted to impl ment the correspondent stand ds for wireless 
power transfer, which affects the pairi g (  fine positioning) 
art of the implementation. Our implementation consists of 
th ee en ities: EVCC, SECC and EVSE. Each of these entities 
is compos d in its turn of different components that prov de 
different functionalities. These components can interact 
through interfaces. The functionalities of the prototype 
implementation of the ISO 15118 based wireless authentication 
cover all the layers of the ISO/OSI stack. It is important to 
highlight fact that this implementation does not focus on the 
charge process (energy flow) itself, only on the comm nication 
(V2G) part. Th refore, there is no eed to implement all the 
2  message set (e.g. messages responsible for metering data 
exchange). 
A. EVCC 
The EV C implementation refers to the conductive charging 
that uses the IEC 62196 Typ -2 Connector Plug (illustr ted in 
Fig. 4). T  EVCC consists of the following components: EV-
Emulator and EV-Controller. 
The EV-Emulator is bui t up by off the shelf microcontroller 
(Atmel ATMEGA16p) and circuit elements or mplementing 
the IEC 61851 function lities necessary for the pairing, which 
is achieved by doing some toggling pattern on the wire, based 
on ISO 15118-3 [4]. Furthermore, the EV-Emulator 
implements a UART interface to the EV-Controller. Meanwhile 
the EV-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipp d ith a 
WLAN module (802.11n) for discovering th  different SECCs 
in the neighbourhood and reading out their Vendor Specific 
Eleme ts (VSE) on the ISO-Layer 2 containing thei EVSEID 
according to ISO 15118-8 [6]. The EV-controller associates 
with a SECC using IPv6 Statel ss aut -configur ti n and 
implements a SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP) Client o get the 
SECC settings and endp int pa ameters over UDP-Multicast. 
Using these param ters, the EV-controller performs a TLS 
handshake with the SECC by ve ifying the Root-V2G 
Fig. 4: Implemented EVCC (left) and EVSE (right) 
Fig. 5: WAS and SECC SUT 
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4 
needs to define the necessary means to ensure unambiguity, 
confidentiality, mutual integrity and authenticity.  
The wireless communication between the EV and the EVSE is 
depicted in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Each EVSE can be connected 
to one SECC only and the EVCC is able to communicate with 
the SECC over the wireless link. Furthermore, the association 
is defined as the process of establishment of wireless 
communication between SECC and EVCC. The Discovery is 
the phase in which EV obtains a list of available SECCs in its 
wireless communication range. This is handled by the SDP, 
similarly to wire environment. On the other hand, pairing is the 
process by which a vehicle is correlated with the unique EVSE 
at which it is located and from which the power will be 
transferred either through a cable or through wireless 
technology.  
Pairing is done after the SDP and association phases. EVCC 
asks SECC the authorization to start a Pairing sequence. After 
a positive answer from SECC Pairing starts. EV starts the 
sequence of B-State, C-State, B-State toggle (referring to the 
different vehicle states from IEC 61851). The EVSE that 
detects the sequence of toggles informs SECC of the pairing 
toggles detection. SECC informs EVCC of the correct toggles 
reception. Depending on whether the location detected is 
convenient or not, SECC may decide to ask EVCC to change 
location. The implementation details are described in [16]. 
Once SECC Discovery, Association, and Pairing are done, the 
V2G application layer communication (i.e. HLC) can start. 
Note that this approach does not depend on the high precision 
localization (e.g. GPS) to determine the proximity of the EV to 
a certain EVSE. The following Section describes the 
prototypical implementation of our wireless authentication 
solution. 
III. PROPOSED WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION (WAS) 
This prototype implements the wireless communication for the 
conductive charging case, yet most of the components are 
applicable to inductive charging. This is especially true for the 
EVCC – SECC communication (SDP and Association), and the 
high level communication (V2G application layer message 
exchange). Merely the EVSE and the EV parts have to be 
adapted to implement the correspondent standards for wireless 
power transfer, which affects the pairing (and fine positioning) 
part of the implementation. Our implementation consists of 
three entities: EVCC, SECC and EVSE. Each of these entities 
is composed in its turn of different components that provide 
different functionalities. These components can interact 
through interfaces. The functionalities of the prototype 
implementation of the ISO 15118 based wireless authentication 
cover all the layers of the ISO/OSI stack. It is important to 
highlight the fact that this implementation does not focus on the 
charge process (energy flow) itself, only on the communication 
(V2G) part. Therefore, there is no need to implement all the 
V2G message set (e.g. messages responsible for metering data 
exchange). 
A. EVCC 
The EVCC implementation refers to the conductive charging 
that uses the IEC 62196 Type-2 Connector Plug (illustrated in 
Fig. 4). The EVCC consists of the following components: EV-
Emulator and EV-Controller. 
The EV-Emulator is built up by off the shelf microcontroller 
(Atmel ATMEGA16p) and circuit elements for implementing 
the IEC 61851 functionalities necessary for the pairing, which 
is achieved by doing some toggling pattern on the wire, based 
on ISO 15118-3 [4]. Furthermore, the EV-Emulator 
implements a UART interface to the EV-Controller. Meanwhile 
the EV-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped with a 
WLAN module (802.11n) for discovering the different SECCs 
in the neighbourhood and reading out their Vendor Specific 
Elements (VSE) on the ISO-Layer 2 containing their EVSEID 
according to ISO 15118-8 [6]. The EV-controller associates 
with a SECC using IPv6 Stateless auto-configuration and 
implements a SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP) Client to get the 
SECC settings and endpoint parameters over UDP-Multicast. 
Using these parameters, the EV-controller performs a TLS 
handshake with the SECC by verifying the Root-V2G 
Fig. 4: Implemented EVCC (left) and EVSE (right) 
Fig. 5: WAS and SECC SUT 
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4 
needs to define the necessary eans to ensure una biguity, 
confidentiality, utual integrity and authenticity.  
The ireless co unication bet een the E  and the E SE is 
depicted in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Each E SE can be connected 
to one SECC only and the E CC is able to co unicate ith 
the SECC over the ireless link. Further ore, the association 
is defined as the process of establish ent of ireless 
co unication bet een SECC and E CC. The iscovery is 
the phase in hich E  obtains a list of available SECCs in its 
ireless co unication range. This is handled by the S P, 
si ilarly to ire environ ent. n the other hand, pairing is the 
process by hich a vehicle is correlated ith the unique E SE 
at hich it is located and fro  hich the po er ill be 
transferred either through a cable or through ireless 
technology.  
Pairing is done after the S P and association phases. E CC 
asks SECC the authorization to start a Pairing sequence. fter 
a positive ans er fro  SECC Pairing starts. E  starts the 
sequence of B-State, C-State, B-State toggle (referring to the 
different vehicle states fro  IEC 61851). The E SE that 
detects the sequence of toggles infor s SECC of the pairing 
toggles detection. SECC infor s E CC of the correct toggles 
reception. epending on hether the location detected is 
convenient or not, SECC ay decide to ask E CC to change 
location. The i ple entation details are described in [16]. 
nce SECC iscovery, ssociation, and Pairing are done, the 
2  application layer co unication (i.e. LC) can start. 
ote that this approach does not depend on the high precision 
localization (e.g. PS) to deter ine the proxi ity of the E  to 
a certain E SE. The follo ing Section describes the 
prototypical i ple entation of our ireless authentication 
solution. 
III. PROPOSED IRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION ( S) 
This prototype i ple ents the ireless co unication for the 
conductive charging case, yet ost of the co ponents are 
applicable to inductive charging. This is especially true for the 
E CC – SECC co unication (S P and ssociation), and the 
high level co unication ( 2  application layer essage 
exchange). erely the E SE and the E  parts have to be 
adapted to i ple ent the correspondent standards for ireless 
po er transfer, hich affects the pairing (and fine positioning) 
part of the i ple entation. ur i ple entation consists of 
three entities: E CC, SECC and E SE. Each of these entities 
is co posed in its turn of different co ponents that provide 
different functionalities. These co ponents can interact 
through interfaces. The functionalities of the prototype 
i ple entation of the IS  15118 based ireless authentication 
cover all the layers of the IS / SI stack. It is i portant to 
highlight the fact that this i ple entation does not focus on the 
charge process (energy flo ) itself, only on the co unication 
( 2 ) part. Therefore, there is no need to i ple ent all the 
2  essage set (e.g. essages responsible for etering data 
exchange). 
A. EVC  
The E CC i ple entation refers to the conductive charging 
that uses the IEC 62196 Type-2 Connector Plug (illustrated in 
Fig. 4). The E CC consists of the follo ing co ponents: E -
E ulator and E -Controller. 
The EV-E ulator is built up by off the shelf icrocontroller 
( t el T E 16p) and circuit ele ents for i ple enting 
the IEC 61851 functionalities necessary for the pairing, hich 
is achieved by doing so e toggling pattern on the ire, based 
on IS  15118-3 [4]. Further ore, the E -E ulator 
i ple ents a RT interface to the E -Controller. ean hile 
the EV-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped ith a 
L  odule (802.11n) for discovering the different SECCs 
in the neighbourhood and reading out their endor Specific 
Ele ents ( SE) on the IS -Layer 2 containing their E SEI  
according to IS  15118-8 [6]. The E -controller associates 
ith a SECC using IPv6 Stateless auto-configuration and 
i ple ents a SECC iscovery Protocol (S P) Client to get the 
SECC settings and endpoint para eters over P- ulticast. 
sing these para eters, the E -controller perfor s a TLS 
handshake ith the SECC by verifying the Root- 2  
Fig. 4: I ple ented EVCC (left) and EVSE (right) 
Fig. 5: AS and SECC SUT 
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needs to define the necessary means to ensure unambiguity, 
confidentiality, mutual integrity and authenticity.  
The wireless communication between the EV and the EVSE is 
depicted in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. Each EVSE can be connected 
to one SECC only and the EVCC is able to communicate with 
the SECC over the wireless link. Furthermore, the association 
is defined as the process of establishment of wireless 
communication between SECC and EVCC. The Discovery is 
the phase in which EV obtains a list of available SECCs in its 
wireless communication range. This is handled by the SDP, 
similarly to wire environment. On the other hand, pairing is the 
process by which a vehicle is correlated with the unique EVSE 
at which it is located and from which the power will be 
transferred either through a cable or through wireless 
technology.  
Pairing is done after the SDP and association phases. EVCC 
asks SECC the authorization to start a Pairing sequence. After 
a positive answer from SECC Pairing starts. EV starts the 
sequence of B-State, C-State, B-State toggle (referring to the 
different vehicle states from IEC 61851). The EVSE that 
detects the sequence of toggles informs SECC of the pairing 
toggles detection. SECC informs EVCC of the correct toggles 
reception. Depending on whether the location detected is 
convenient or not, SECC may decide to ask EVCC to change 
location. The implementation details are described in [16]. 
Once SECC Discovery, Association, and Pairing are done, the 
V2G application layer communication (i.e. HLC) can start. 
Note that this approach does not depend on the high precision 
localization (e.g. GPS) to determine the proximity of the EV to 
a certain EVSE. The following Section describes the 
prototypical implementation of our wireless authentication 
solution. 
III. PROPOSED WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION (WAS) 
This prototype implements the wireless communication for the 
conductive charging case, yet most of the components are 
applicable to inductive charging. This is especially true for the 
EVCC – SECC communication (SDP and Association), and the 
high level communication (V2G application layer message 
exchange). Merely the EVSE and the EV parts have to be 
adapted to implement the correspondent standards for wireless 
power transfer, which affects the pairing (and fine positioning) 
part of the implementation. Our implementation consists of 
three entities: EVCC, SECC and EVSE. Each of these entities 
is composed in its turn of different components that provide 
different functionalities. These components can interact 
through interfaces. The functionalities of the prototype 
implementation of the ISO 15118 based wireless authentication 
cover all the layers of the ISO/OSI stack. It is important to 
highlight the fact that this implementation does not focus on the 
charge process (energy flow) itself, only on the communication 
(V2G) part. Therefore, there is no need to implement all the 
V2G message set (e.g. messages responsible for metering data 
exchange). 
A. EVCC 
The EVCC implementation refers to the conductive charging 
that uses the IEC 62196 Type-2 Connector Plug (illustrated in 
Fig. 4). The EVCC consists of the following components: EV-
Emulator and EV-Controller. 
The EV-Emulator is built up by off the shelf microcontroller 
(Atmel ATMEGA16p) and circuit elements for implementing 
the IEC 61851 functionalities necessary for the pairing, which 
is achieved by doing some toggling pattern on the wire, based 
on ISO 15118-3 [4]. Furthermore, the EV-Emulator 
implements a UART interface to the EV-Controller. Meanwhile 
the EV-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped with a 
WLAN module (802.11n) for discovering the different SECCs 
in the neighbourhood and reading out their Vendor Specific 
Elements (VSE) on the ISO-Layer 2 containing their EVSEID 
according to ISO 15118-8 [6]. The EV-controller associates 
with a SECC using IPv6 Stateless auto-configuration and 
implements a SECC Discovery Protocol (SDP) Client to get the 
SECC settings and endpoint parameters over UDP-Multicast. 
Using these parameters, the EV-controller performs a TLS 
handshake with the SECC by verifying the Root-V2G 
Fig. 4: Implemented EVCC (left) and EVSE (right) 
Fig. 5: WAS and SECC SUT 
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5 
certificate, then its state machines start the HLC-
Communication by implementing the client side of the 
ISO 15118-2 [3]. This is an EXI encoded communication, 
encapsulated in the Vehicle to Grid Transfer Protocol. When in 
pairing state, the EV-Controller sends the toggles through the 
EV-Emulator over the UART interface. 
B. EVSE 
The EVSE consists of the following components: EVSE-
Emulator and Charge Point Manager (CPM).  
The EVSE-Emulator is an OpenEVSE hardware [17][15], 
connected to an IEC 62196 Socket (see Fig. 4). Its firmware 
allows us to control and access the lower level functionalities 
of the EVSE according to the IEC 61851, which makes it the 
counter part of the EV-Emulator for reading the toggling on the 
wire. It implements a UART interface to the Charge Point 
Manager. The Charge Point Manager (CPM) is a Raspberry Pi 3 
device connected with the EVSE-Emulator over USB, and 
implements the higher level messages of the pairing process. 
The CPM reads the toggles on the wire from the EVSE-
Emulator over the UART, and communicates them to the 
SECC, that in his turn tracks which EVSE has detected the 
respective EV. 
C. SECC 
With regard to wireless V2G communication, the SECC sub 
component is the most important part of our implementation. 
The SECC consists of the following components: SECC-
Controller and Charging Session Manager (CSM). Again, 
SECC-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped with a 
WLAN module, which operates in the Access Point (AP) Mode 
and spans an Automatic Wireless Charging (AWC) network, 
and includes its EVSEID in its VSE. It listens on the Multicast 
group and implements the SDP Server. It also implements the 
Server side of the HLC Communication. In coordination with 
the Charging Session Manager (CSM) denotes the central 
logical component of the SECC where the other components 
are linked together. It tracks the different charging sessions of 
the different EVs and their respective EVSE, including their 
state. It interfaces with the SECC-Controller for the EV 
communication and with the EVSE-Controller for the charge 
point information retrieval and control. 
IV. TESTING WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION  
WITH TTCN-3 
In this section, a V&V testing framework is introduced for V2G 
communication. As mentioned in Section II regardless of the 
physical layer, the network and application requirements are 
common for any ISO 15118-based implementation. This is why 
the focus of the testing framework developed here is mainly 
based on the standard ISO 15118-2 (more precisely 
ISO/IEC 15118-2-ED2) and its respective conformance tests 
specified in the ISO/IEC 15118-4 [5]. This conformance testing 
framework is applied on the SECC part of the WAS presented 
in Section III.  
A. Test bed 
Conformance tests specify the testing of capabilities and 
behaviours of a System Under Test (SUT), as well as check 
what is observed against the conformance requirements 
specified in ISO/IEC 15118‐2 [3] and against what the supplier 
states the SUT implementation's capabilities are. In this case, 
SUT is a software that implements SECC (highlighted with red 
box in Fig. 5). From the protocol point of view, the client-server 
model is used, where the EVCC takes the role of the client of 
the protocol, initiating the communications, and the SECC 
Fig. 6: The architecture of the Validation and Verification (V&V) test tool including the SUT 
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certificate, then its state machines start the HLC-
Communication by implementing the client side of the 
ISO 15118-2 [3]. This is an EXI encoded communication, 
encapsulated in the Vehicle to Grid Transfer Protocol. When in 
pairing state, the EV-Controller sends the toggles through the 
EV-Emulator over the UART interface. 
B. EVSE 
The EVSE consists of the following components: EVSE-
Emulator and Charge Point Manager (CPM).  
The EVSE-Emulator is an OpenEVSE hardware [17][15], 
connected to an IEC 62196 Socket (see Fig. 4). Its firmware 
allows us to control and access the lower level functionalities 
of the EVSE according to the IEC 61851, which makes it the 
counter part of the EV-Emulator for reading the toggling on the 
wire. It implements a UART interface to the Charge Point 
Manager. The Charge Point Manager (CPM) is a Raspberry Pi 3 
device connected with the EVSE-Emulator over USB, and 
implements the higher level messages of the pairing process. 
The CPM reads the toggles on the wire from the EVSE-
Emulator over the UART, and communicates them to the 
SECC, that in his turn tracks which EVSE has detected the 
respective EV. 
C. SECC 
With regard to wireless V2G communication, the SECC sub 
component is the most important part of our implementation. 
The SECC consists of the following components: SECC-
Controller and Charging Session Manager (CSM). Again, 
SECC-Controller is a Raspberry Pi 3 device equipped with a 
WLAN module, which operates in the Access Point (AP) Mode 
and spans an Automatic Wireless Charging (AWC) network, 
and includes its EVSEID in its VSE. It listens on the Multicast 
group and implements the SDP Server. It also implements the 
Server side of the HLC Communication. In coordination with 
the Charging Session Manager (CSM) denotes the central 
logical component of the SECC where the other components 
are linked together. It tracks the different charging sessions of 
the different EVs and their respective EVSE, including their 
state. It interfaces with the SECC-Controller for the EV 
communication and with the EVSE-Controller for the charge 
point information retrieval and control. 
IV. TESTING WIRELESS AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION  
WITH TTCN-3 
In this section, a V&V testing framework is introduced for V2G 
communication. As mentioned in Section II regardless of the 
physical layer, the network and application requirements are 
common for any ISO 15118-based implementation. This is why 
the focus of the testing framework developed here is mainly 
based on the standard ISO 15118-2 (more precisely 
ISO/IEC 15118-2-ED2) and its respective conformance tests 
specified in the ISO/IEC 15118-4 [5]. This conformance testing 
framework is applied on the SECC part of the WAS presented 
in Section III.  
A. Test bed 
Conformance tests specify the testing of capabilities and 
behaviours of a System Under Test (SUT), as well as check 
what is observed against the conformance requirements 
specified in ISO/IEC 15118‐2 [3] and against what the supplier 
states the SUT implementation's capabilities are. In this case, 
SUT is a software that implements SECC (highlighted with red 
box in Fig. 5). From the protocol point of view, the client-server 
model is used, where the EVCC takes the role of the client of 
the protocol, initiating the communications, and the SECC 
Fig. 6: The architecture of the Validation and Verification (V&V) test tool including the SUT 
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certificate, then its state machines start the HLC-
Communication by implementing the client side of the 
ISO 15118-2 [3]. This is an EXI encoded communication, 
encapsulated in the Vehicle to Grid Transfer Protocol. hen in 
pairing state, the EV-Controller sends the toggles through the 
EV-Emulator over the UART interface. 
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specified in ISO/IEC 15118‐2 [3] and against what the supplier 
states the SUT implementation's capabilities are. In this case, 
SUT is a software that implements SECC (highlighted with red 
box in Fig. 5). From the protocol point of view, the client-server 
model is used, where the EVCC takes the role of the client of 
the protocol, initiating the communications, and the SECC 
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takes the role of the server. The EVSE-SECC interface is out of 
the scope of the standardization and is handled in the WAS by 
the SECC-Session-Manager. The SECC SUT has a dummy 
SECC-Session-Manager, which does not rely on an actual 
EVSE. This allows us to focus on the relevant part for 
conformance tests, without relying on an EVSE and an EV to 
run the tests while validating and verifying major parts and 
aspects of the implementation. The conformance test cases are 
described leveraging this test architecture and are specified in 
TTCN‐3 Core Language for ISO/OSI Network Layer (Layer 3) 
and above. Note that underlying protocols, such as UDP, 
TCP/TLS, etc., are not tested directly during the conformance 
tests; however, the test framework relies on them. 
Nowadays TTCN-3 [10] is widely used as a testing language 
for standards in telecommunications, and it is even used in ITS. 
TTCN-3 is mostly applied for protocol testing but other test 
areas (software, system, etc.) and verification objectives 
(interoperability, robustness, etc.) are starting to use it. In this 
paper, TTCN-3 is used for the test cases implementation of 
protocols of ISO/IEC 15118-2-ED2. 
B. Test System Implementation 
The presented V&V test tool consists of several applications, 
configuration files, test scripts and run-time environment that 
run on an embedded computer. Test scenarios and cases are 
described in TTCN-3 language that is compiled into a binary 
program, the so-called ETS (executable test suite). 
The TTCN-3 scripts are obtained from ISO/IEC 15118-
4:2018 [5]. However, some parts are modified since these test 
scripts are written for wired case, not for wireless (e.g. absence 
of PLC) and ISO/IEC 15118-9 currently does not exist. These 
scripts are written in a specific script language (TTCN-3). The 
V&V test tool contains two main components. These are given 
as follows: TTCN-3 complier/executor and Test ports (TPs). 
These components and their subcomponents are depicted in 
Fig. 6. The used TTCN-3 compiler and executor is the open 
source Titan TTCN-3 compiler developed by Ericsson [14]. 
Titan is a TTCN-3 compilation and execution environment with 
an Eclipse-based IDE. The Test executor requires a 
configuration file (cfg). This file contains the input parameters 
(e.g. the group of test cases that should be executed, use TLS or 
not etc.). The Titan compiler builds an executable (binary) test 
suite (ETS) from the TTCN-3 scripts, the test port code and the 
Titan runtime library. Note that it is not mandatory for ETS to 
be executable. Titan allows very flexible runtime 
parameterization of the test cases (e.g. IP addresses, port 
numbers etc.). The values of runtime parameters need not to be 
defined at development time, however, default values can be 
specified, but they can be provided just before the test execution 
session. In this way, flexible execution scenarios can be created 
without re-building the ETS. 
The TTCN-3 code is generic, therefore the interfaces between 
the tester and the tested entity (i.e. SUT) are specified at the 
level of the exchanged abstract data messages and signals. 
Setting up and maintaining the transport connections and 
sending/receiving "real" messages and signals are the tasks of 
interface adaptors. Adaptors are called test ports (TPs) and are 
plugins written in C/C++ (as illustrated in Fig. 6).  
Note that ETS can run on a traditional PC or on a 
mini/embedded PC, only a Linux environment is required, with 
the package of OpenSSL (in case of TLS). The computational 
capacity is usually not a bottleneck for such TTCN-3 based 
black box testing. 
After executing the ETS (with the proper configuration file) the 
results of test cases are visible for the user by parsing the log 
file manually or via a graphical interface. The ETS is 
responsible for assembling the test packets, which are then 
injected into the network, and transmitted to the SUT that is the 
SECC in this case. Based on the response from the SUT or even 
on the existence of the response taking into account time 
restrictions as well, verdict is made and presented to the test 
engineer via a suitable, graphical user interface. 
The test ports should take care of the following. In the case of 
SDP, it shall insert a V2GTP header to the SDP message; 
remove and process the V2GTP header from received message 
and send/receive UDP multicast message to/from SUT over 
IPv6.  
In the case of V2G application layer message exchange the test 
port shall insert a V2GTP header to the V2G message; remove 
and process the V2GTP header from received message; 
encode/decode message with EXI, encrypt/decrypt V2G 
message (if TLS is enabled) and send/receive TCP message 
to/from SUT over IPv6. 
C. Test Configuration 
The main parameters of the test configuration – used by the test 
cases – are summarized in Table I. 
D. Test Cases and Validation 
Black box testing is used in this manuscript to test the SECC 
implementation in the WAS. This method of testing examines 
the behaviour of a SUT without considering the internal 
implementation and structure of the SUT, thus relying on the 
SUT's open interface for testing. The test tool acts as an EVCC 
and sends SDP/V2G requests to SECC. The SECC shall 
respond to them in time. 
 
TABLE I 
A COLLECTION OF CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS USED BY TEST CASES 
Parameter Value Description 
LogFile NeMo-TUB-
BIT-%n.log 
The filename and path of the 
log file. 
LogSourceInfo yes The tool should log the 
source information also. 
PIXIT_SECC_ 
CMN_TLS 
false Use TLS in the V2G 
communication. 
PICS_CMN_CMN_ 
V2gtpSdp 
true Test the SUT with V2GTP-
SDP test case set. 
PICS_CMN_CMN_Sdp true Test the SUT with SDP test 
case set. 
PICS_CMN_CMN_ 
SupportedAppProtocol 
true Test the SUT with V2G 
SupportedAppProtocol test 
case set. 
PICS_CMN_CMN_ 
SessionSetup 
true Test the SUT with V2G 
SessionSetup test case set. 
pt_V2G_UDP_SDP_ 
Port.debugging 
yes The log should contain UDP 
test port debug messages. 
pt_V2G_UDP_SDP_ 
Port.multicastAddress 
"ff02::1" IPv6/UDP multicast address 
used by SDP request. 
pt_V2G_UDP_SDP_ 
Port.multicastPort 
15118 IPv6/UDP multicast port 
used by SDP request. 
pt_V2G_UDP_SDP_ 
Port.ifind 
“eth0” The index of the network 
interface. 
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SECC-Session-Manager, which does not rely on an actual 
EVSE. This allows us to focus on the relevant part for 
conformance tests, without relying on an EVSE and an EV to 
run the tests while validating and verifying major parts and 
aspects of the implementation. The conformance test cases are 
described leveraging this test architecture and are specified in 
TTCN‐3 Core Language for ISO/OSI Network Layer (Layer 3) 
and above. Note that underlying protocols, such as UDP, 
TCP/TLS, etc., are not tested directly during the conformance 
tests; however, the test framework relies on them. 
Nowadays TTCN-3 [10] is widely used as a testing language 
for standards in telecommunications, and it is even used in ITS. 
TTCN-3 is mostly applied for protocol testing but other test 
areas (software, system, etc.) and verification objectives 
(interoperability, robustness, etc.) are starting to use it. In this 
paper, TTCN-3 is used for the test cases implementation of 
protocols of ISO/IEC 15118-2-ED2. 
B. Test System Implementation 
The presented V&V test tool consists of several applications, 
configuration files, test scripts and run-time environment that 
run on an embedded computer. Test scenarios and cases are 
described in TTCN-3 language that is compiled into a binary 
program, the so-called ETS (executable test suite). 
The TTCN-3 scripts are obtained from ISO/IEC 15118-
4:2018 [5]. However, some parts are modified since these test 
scripts are written for wired case, not for wireless (e.g. absence 
of PLC) and ISO/IEC 15118-9 currently does not exist. These 
scripts are written in a specific script language (TTCN-3). The 
V&V test tool contains two main components. These are given 
as follows: TTCN-3 complier/executor and Test ports (TPs). 
These components and their subcomponents are depicted in 
Fig. 6. The used TTCN-3 compiler and executor is the open 
source Titan TTCN-3 compiler developed by Ericsson [14]. 
Titan is a TTCN-3 compilation and execution environment with 
an Eclipse-based IDE. The Test executor requires a 
configuration file (cfg). This file contains the input parameters 
(e.g. the group of test cases that should be executed, use TLS or 
not etc.). The Titan compiler builds an executable (binary) test 
suite (ETS) from the TTCN-3 scripts, the test port code and the 
Titan runtime library. Note that it is not mandatory for ETS to 
be executable. Titan allows very flexible runtime 
parameterization of the test cases (e.g. IP addresses, port 
numbers etc.). The values of runtime parameters need not to be 
defined at development time, however, default values can be 
specified, but they can be provided just before the test execution 
session. In this way, flexible execution scenarios can be created 
without re-building the ETS. 
The TTCN-3 code is generic, therefore the interfaces between 
the tester and the tested entity (i.e. SUT) are specified at the 
level of the exchanged abstract data messages and signals. 
Setting up and maintaining the transport connections and 
sending/receiving "real" messages and signals are the tasks of 
interface adaptors. Adaptors are called test ports (TPs) and are 
plugins written in C/C++ (as illustrated in Fig. 6).  
Note that ETS can run on a traditional PC or on a 
mini/embedded PC, only a Linux environment is required, with 
the package of OpenSSL (in case of TLS). The computational 
capacity is usually not a bottleneck for such TTCN-3 based 
black box testing. 
After executing the ETS (with the proper configuration file) the 
results of test cases are visible for the user by parsing the log 
file manually or via a graphical interface. The ETS is 
responsible for assembling the test packets, which are then 
injected into the network, and transmitted to the SUT that is the 
SECC in this case. Based on the response from the SUT or even 
on the existence of the response taking into account time 
restrictions as well, verdict is made and presented to the test 
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The test ports should take care of the following. In the case of 
SDP, it shall insert a V2GTP header to the SDP message; 
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and send/receive UDP multicast message to/from SUT over 
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encode/decode message with EXI, encrypt/decrypt V2G 
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C. Test Configuration 
The main parameters of the test configuration – used by the test 
cases – are summarized in Table I. 
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Black box testing is used in this manuscript to test the SECC 
implementation in the WAS. This method of testing examines 
the behaviour of a SUT without considering the internal 
implementation and structure of the SUT, thus relying on the 
SUT's open interface for testing. The test tool acts as an EVCC 
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TABLE I 
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LogFile NeMo TUB-
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The filename and path of the 
log file. 
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The SDP protocol uses UDP (on a fixed port 15118) for 
communication, meanwhile V2G uses TCP/TLS dynamic ports 
between the ranges of 49152 – 65535. 
Since the SECC implementation of WAS does not cover all the 
V2G message set given in [3], and due to page limitations only 
three test cases are shown here. 
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the V&V test tool we 
choose three test cases, with each of them belonging to a 
dedicated protocol (i.e. V2GTP, SDP and V2G application 
layer message exchange). The objective of the test cases and the 
expected behaviour is collected in Table II. 
1) V2GTP – V2G Transfer protocol 
V2GTP is responsible for the encapsulation of an SDP 
Discovery Request or any V2G application layer message. The 
V2GTP message consists of two parts, the header and the 
payload. The payload contains the pure SDP or V2G message, 
meanwhile the V2GTP header contains information about the 
protocol version, the payload type and size. 
2) SDP – SECC Discovery protocol 
The SDP protocol is responsible for the SECC discovery and 
the negotiation of the transport protocol (i.e. to encrypt the 
transport layer messages). In this test the V&V tool sends the 
SDP request and the SUT shall respond with a valid and 
adequate SDP response. See Table II for further details. 
3) V2G – SupportedApplication message exchange 
The first V2G application layer message is entitled as 
“Supported Application Request”, which is also a negotiation 
message between the SECC and the EVCC in order to decide 
the V2G protocol version and other parameters. This message 
is an XML message encoded in EXI format. In this test the 
V&V tool sends the V2G “SupportedAppProtocolReq” request 
and the SUT shall respond with a valid and adequate response. 
See Table II for further details. 
E. Test evaluation and results 
The results of the tests are presented in this subsection. During 
the tests, requests were sent to the SUT and the corresponding 
responses were investigated. The time constraints of the V2G 
protocol is also taken into account by the test tool. The captured 
message structure of the given protocol (i.e. SDP, V2G) is 
illustrated by the Titan’s Eclipse IDE log viewer and with 
Wireshark packet sniffer. From Fig. 7, one can see the V2GTP 
header. The most important part of the header is the field of 
protocol type with the value of ‘9000’H. This value denotes that 
the payload contains a SECC Discovery request message. Note 
that the payload size is two bytes.  
This message is sent as an UDP multicast message to the IPv6 
address of “ff02::1” on the port of 15118 by the V&V test tool 
(as depicted in Fig. 7). The SUT will receive the UDP multicast 
message and answer it with a dedicated (i.e. non-multicast) 
message.  
Note that the payload part shall contain the applied transfer 
protocol ID and the security layer ID related to SDP. In this 
case, a simple TCP connection was used without encryption 
 
 
Fig. 7: Sent SECC Discovery Request message 
 
Fig. 8: Structure of the SECC Discovery Request message 
TABLE II 
DEMONSTRATION OF THE TEST CASES 
Test Case identifier Test objective Expected behavior of SUT 
TC_SECC_V2GTPSDP_001 The V&V test tool sends a “SECCDiscoveryReq” 
message with the V2GTP header information 
“protocolVersion” equals '0x01'H, 'invProtocolVersion' 
equals 'FE'H and 'payloadType' equals '0x8001'H. 
(V2GTP Header is matched for V2G message content). 
 
Test System then checks that the SUT sends a 
“SECCDiscoveryRes” message with the V2GTP header, 
information 'protocolVersion' equals '0x01'H, 
'invProtocolVersion' equals 'FE'H and 'payloadType' 
equals to '0x8001'H. 
TC_SECC_SDP_001 The V&V test tool sends a “SECCDiscoveryReq” 
message with 'Security' equals '0x10'H and 
'TransportProtocol' equals to '0x00'H. 
V&V test tool then checks that the SUT sends an 
“SECCDiscoveryRes” message with 'Security' equals 
'0x10'H, 'TransportProtocol' equals '0x00'H and a valid port 
and IP address. 
TC_SECC_V2G _001 The V&V test tool sends a “SupportedAppProtocolReq” 
message with a list of valid AppProtocols including ISO 
namespace and all additional mandatory parameters. 
The V&V test tool then checks that the SUT sends a 
“SupportedAppProtocolRes” message with response code 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiation' or 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation' and all 
additional mandatory parameters. 
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adequate SDP response. S e Table I for further details. 
3) V2G – SupportedApplication me sage exchange 
The first V2G application layer me sage is entitled as 
“Supported Application Request”, which is also a negotiation 
me sage betw en the SECC and the EVCC in order to decide 
the V2G protocol version and other parameters. This me sage 
is an XML me sage encoded in EXI format. In this test the 
V&V tool sends the V2G “SupportedAppProtocolReq” request 
and the SUT sha l respond with a valid and adequate response. 
S e Table I for further details. 
E. Test evaluation and results 
The results of the tests are presented in this subsection. During 
the tests, requests were sent to the SUT and the co responding 
responses were investigated. The time constraints of the V2G 
protocol is also taken into a count by the test tool. The captured 
me sage structure of the given protocol (i.e. SDP, V2G) is 
i lustrated by the Titan’s Eclipse IDE log viewer and with 
ireshark packet sni fer. From Fig. 7, one can s e the V2GTP 
header. The most important part of the header is the field of 
protocol type with the value of ‘9000’H. This value denotes that 
the payload contains a SECC Discovery request me sage. Note 
that the payload size is two bytes.  
This me sage is sent as an UDP multicast me sage to the IPv6 
addre s of “ f02 :1” on the port of 15118 by the V&V test tool 
(as depicted in Fig. 7). The SUT wi l receive the UDP multicast 
me sage and answer it with a dedicated (i.e. non-multicast) 
me sage.  
Note that the payload part sha l contain the applied transfer 
protocol ID and the security layer ID related to SDP. In this 
case, a simple TCP connection was used without encryption 
 
 
Fig. 7: Sent SECC Discovery Request me sage 
 
Fig. 8: Structure of the SECC Discovery Request me sage 
TABLE I 
DEMONSTRATION OF THE TEST CASES 
Test Case identifier Test objective Expected behavior of SUT 
TC_SECC_V2GTPSDP_ 01 The V&V test t ol sends a “SECCDiscoveryReq” 
me sage with the V2GTP header information 
“protocolVersion” equals '0x01'H, 'invProtocolVersion' 
equals 'FE'H and 'payloadType' equals '0x8 01'H. 
(V2GTP Header is matched for V2G me sage content). 
 
Test System then checks that the SUT sends a 
“SECCDiscoveryRes” me sage with the V2GTP header, 
information 'protocolVersion' equals '0x01'H, 
'invProtocolVersion' equals 'FE'H and 'payloadType' 
equals to '0x8 01'H. 
TC_SECC_SDP_ 01 The V&V test t ol sends a “SECCDiscoveryReq” 
me sage with 'Security' equals '0x10'H and 
'TransportProtocol' equals to '0x 0'H. 
V&V test t ol then checks that the SUT sends an 
“SECCDiscoveryRes” me sage with 'Security' equals 
'0x10'H, 'TransportProtocol' equals '0x 0'H and a valid port 
and IP a dre s. 
TC_SECC_V2G _ 01 The V&V test t ol sends a “Su portedA pProtocolReq” 
me sage with a list of valid A pProtocols including ISO 
namespace and all a ditional mandatory parameters. 
The V&V test t ol then checks that the SUT sends a 
“Su portedA pProtocolRes” me sage with response code 
'OK_Su ce sfulNegotiation' or 
'OK_Su ce sfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation' and all 
a ditional mandatory parameters. 
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(i.e. without TLS layer). Nevertheless, the V&V test tool is 
capable to establish TLS connection with the SUT as well. 
However, it is not presented here, instead the plain content is 
provided in the captured package.  
 
 
Fig. 9: Structure of the SECC Discovery Response message 
 
Fig. 10: Received SECC Discovery response message 
The desired SDP response (from the SUT) is illustrated in Fig. 8 
and in Fig. 9, respectively. The interesting part of the message 
is related to the V2GTP protocol. In the header, the payload 
type is ‘9001’H, which denotes that the payload is a SDP 
response message (corresponding with the standard [3]). The 
payload size is 28 bytes, since the SDP response (V2GTP 
payload part) contains the link-local address of the SUT and the 
dynamic port, where the next (V2G application layer) message 
shall be sent. Furthermore, it contains the same values of the 
field security and transport protocol that was sent in the SDP 
request. According to Fig. 9, the SDP process completed 
successfully, thus the V2G application layer message exchange 
begins. The V&V test tool first sends an EXI encoded message 
to the SUT containing the parameters depicted on Fig. 11. 
Afterwards it starts the timer and waits for the SUT’s response. 
This request message contains protocol namespace and the 
versions supported by the EVCC (in our case the test tool). The 
SECC (the SUT in this case) should respond that the proposed 
 
Fig. 11: V2G Supported Application Protocol request message 
 
Fig. 12: V2G Supported Application Protocol response message 
protocol version is supported by the SECC or not. If it is 
supported, then the SUT shall send an adequate response, 
containing a response code. Otherwise, the SUT ends a failed 
response code, to inform the EVCC that the proposed version is 
not supported. 
This message pair is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. From the incoming response, the V&V test tool 
first checks the V2GTP header. In this case, the payload type 
should be ‘8001’H. Thereafter, from the payload the V&V test 
tool is able to decode the EXI stream and collect all the 
necessary information. In this example, the protocol version 
offered by the EVCC (test tool) is supported by the SUT, thus 
the negotiation is successful and the response code is 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation'. 
The results of three test cases are collected in Table III. All the 
three test cases are evaluated through wireless link and all of 
them ended with the verdict “Pass”.  
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request. According to Fig. 9, the SDP process completed 
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to the SUT containing the parameters depicted on Fig. 11. 
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This request message contains protocol namespace and the 
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protocol version is supported by the SECC or not. If it is 
supported, then the SUT shall send an adequate response, 
containing a response code. Otherwise, the SUT ends a failed 
response code, to inform the EVCC that the proposed version is 
not supported. 
This message pair is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. From the incoming response, the V&V test tool 
first checks the V2GTP header. In this case, the payload type 
should be ‘8001’H. Thereafter, from the payload the V&V test 
tool is able to decode the EXI stream and collect all the 
necessary information. In this example, the protocol version 
offered by the EVCC (test tool) is supported by the SUT, thus 
the negotiation is successful and the response code is 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation'. 
The results of three test cases are collected in Table III. All the 
three test cases are evaluated through wireless link and all of 
them ended with the verdict “Pass”.  
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response message (corresponding with the standard [3]). The 
payload size is 28 bytes, since the SDP response (V2GTP 
payload part) contains the link-local address of the SUT and the 
dynamic port, where the next (V2G application layer) message 
shall be sent. Furthermore, it contains the same values of the 
field security and transport protocol that was sent in the SDP 
request. According to Fig. 9, the SDP process completed 
successfully, thus the V2G application layer message exchange 
begins. The V&V test tool first sends an EXI encoded message 
to the SUT containing the parameters depicted on Fig. 11. 
Afterwards it starts the timer and waits for the SUT’s response. 
This request message contains protocol namespace and the 
versions supported by the EVCC (in our case the test tool). The 
SECC (the SUT in this case) should respond that the proposed 
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protocol version is supported by the SECC or not. If it is 
supported, then the SUT shall send an adequate response, 
containing a response code. Otherwise, the SUT ends a failed 
response code, to inform the EVCC that the proposed version is 
not supported. 
This message pair is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. From the incoming response, the V&V test tool 
first checks the V2GTP header. In this case, the payload type 
should be ‘8001’H. Thereafter, from the payload the V&V test 
tool is able to decode the EXI stream and collect all the 
necessary information. In this example, the protocol version 
offered by the EVCC (test tool) is supported by the SUT, thus 
the negotiation is successful and the response code is 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation'. 
The results of three test cases are collected in Table III. All the 
three test cases are evaluated through wireless link and all of 
them ended with the verdict “Pass”.  
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(i.e. without TLS layer). Nevertheless, the V&V test tool is 
capable to establish TLS connection wi  the SUT as well. 
Howev r, it i  not presented her , nstead the plain content is 
pr vided in he captu d package.  
 
 
Fig. 9: Structure of the SECC Discovery Response message 
 
Fig. 10: Received SECC Discovery response message 
The desired SDP response (from the SUT) is illustrated in Fig. 8 
and in F g. 9, resp ctively. The int resting part of th  message 
is related to the V2GTP protocol. In the he der, payload 
type is ‘9001’H, which denotes that the payload is a SDP 
respon e message (corresponding with st ndar  [3]). The 
payload siz  is 28 bytes, since the SDP response (V2G P 
payload part) contains th  link-local address of the SUT and the 
dynamic ort, where the next (V2G applicati n layer) message 
shall be sent. Furth rmore, i contains the same values of the 
field security and ransport prot col tha  was sent in the SDP 
request. According to Fig. 9, the SDP proc ss completed 
successfully, thus the V2G application layer message exchange 
begins. The V&V test tool first sends an EXI encoded message 
to the SUT containing the parameters depicted on Fig. 11. 
Afterwards it starts the timer and waits for the SUT’s response. 
This request message contains protocol namespace and th  
versions support d by the EVCC (in our case the test tool). The 
SECC (the SUT in this case) should respond that the pr posed 
 
Fig. 11: V2G Supported Application Protocol request message 
 
Fig. 12: V2G Supported Application Protocol response message 
protocol version is supported by the SECC or not. If it is 
supp rted, then the SUT shall send an adequate response, 
containing a r sponse code. Otherwise, the SUT ends a failed 
response code, to inform th  EVCC that the propos d version is 
not supporte . 
This message pair is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectiv ly. From the incoming response, the V&V test tool 
fir t checks the V2GTP header. In this case, the payload type 
should be ‘8001’H. Thereafter, from the p yload the V&V est 
tool is able to decode the EXI stream nd coll ct all he 
necessary information. In this example, the protocol version 
offered b the EVCC (test tool) is supported by the SUT, thus 
the negotiation is successfu  and the respons  code is 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation'. 
The res lts of three test cases are collect d in Table III. All the 
three test cases are evalu ted through wireless link and a of 
them ended with the verdic  “Pass”.  
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(i.e. without TLS layer). Nevertheless, the V&V test tool is 
capable to establish TLS connection with the SUT as well. 
However, it is not presented here, instead the plain content is 
provided in the captured package.  
 
 
Fig. 9: Structure of the SECC Discovery Response message 
Fig. 10: Received SECC Discovery response message 
The desired SDP response (from the SUT) is illustrated in Fig. 8 
and in Fig. 9, respectively. The interesting part of the message 
is related to the V2GTP protocol. In the header, the payload 
type is ‘9001’H, which denotes that t e payload is a SDP 
response message (corresponding wit  the standard [3]). The 
payload size is 28 bytes, since the SDP response (V2GTP 
payload part) contains the link-local address of the SUT and the 
dynamic port, where the next (V2G applicatio  layer) essa e 
shall be sent. Furthermore, it contains the same values of the 
field security and transport protocol that was sent in the SDP 
request. According to Fig. 9, the SDP process completed 
successfully, thus the V2G application layer message exchange 
begins. The V&V test tool first sen s an EXI encoded message 
to the SUT containing the parameters depicted on Fig. 11. 
Afterwards it starts the timer and waits for the SUT’s response. 
This request message contains protocol namespace and the 
versions supported by the EVCC (in our case the test tool). The 
SECC (the SUT in this case) should respond that the proposed 
 
Fig. 11: V2G Supported Application Protocol request message 
 
Fig. 12: V2G Supported Application Protocol res nse m s age 
protocol version is supported by the SECC or ot. If it is 
supported, then the SUT shall s nd an ad quate response, 
containing a r sponse code. Otherwise, the SUT ends  failed 
response code, to inform the EVCC that the proposed version is 
not supported. 
This message pair is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. From the incoming res onse, the V&V test tool 
first checks the V2GTP header. In this case, the payloa  type 
should be ‘8001’H. Thereafter, from the payl ad the V&V test 
tool is able to d code th  EXI str am a d collect all t  
nec ssary information. In this example, th  protocol versi n 
offered by the EVCC (test tool) is supported by the SUT, thus 
the negotiation is successful and the response code is 
'OK_SuccessfulNegotiationWithMinorDeviation'. 
The results of three test cases are collected in Table III. All the 
three test cases are evaluated through wireless link and all of 
them ended with the verdict “Pass”.  
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(i.e. ithout TLS layer). evertheless, the  test tool is 
capable to establish TLS connection ith the S T as ell. 
o ever, it is not presented here, instead the plain content is 
provided in the captured package.  
 
 
Fig. 9: Structure of the SECC Discovery Response essage 
 
Fig. 10: Received SECC Discovery response essage 
The desired S P response (fro  the S T) is illustrat d in Fig. 8 
and in Fig. 9, respectively. The interesting par  of the essag
is related to the 2 TP protocol. In the header, the payload 
type is ‘9001’ , hich denotes that t  payload is a S P 
response essage (corresponding i  he standard [3]). The
payload size is 28 bytes, since the S P response ( 2 TP
payload part) contains the link- ocal address of the S T and th  
dyna ic port, here the next ( 2  applicatio  lay r)
shall be sent. Further ore, it contains the sa  values of the
field security and transport protocol that as sent in the S P
request. ccording to Fig. 9, the S P process co ple ed
successfully, thus the 2  application layer essage exchang
begins. The  test tool fir t sen s an E I encod d essage
to the S T containing the para eters depicted on Fig. 11. 
fter ards it starts the ti er and aits for the S T’s response. 
This request essage contains protocol na espace and the 
versions supported by the E CC (in our case the test tool). The 
SECC (the S T in this case) should respond that the proposed 
 
Fig. 11: V2G Supported Application Protocol request essage 
 
Fig. 12: V2G Supported Application Protocol response essage 
protocol version is supported by the SECC or ot. If it is
supported, then the S T shall s nd an ad quate response,
containing a r sponse code. ther ise, the S T ends  failed
response code, to infor  the E CC that the proposed version is 
not support d. 
This essage p ir is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. Fro  the inco ing res onse, the  test tool 
first checks the 2 TP header. In this case, the payloa  type 
should be ‘8001’ . Thereafter, fro  the payl ad the  test 
tool is able to d code th  E I str a  a d collect al  
nec ssary infor ation. In this exa ple, th  protocol versi n
offered by the E CC (test tool) is supported by the S T, thus 
the negotiation is successful and the response code is 
' K_SuccessfulNegotiation ith inor eviation'. 
The results of three test cases are collected in Table III. ll the 
three test cases are evaluated through ireless link and all of 
the  ended ith the verdict “Pass”.  
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res ecti el . r  t e i c i  res se, t e  test t l 
first c ec s t e  ea er. I  t is case, t e a l a  t e 
s l  e ‘ ’ . ereafter, fr  t e a l a  t e  test 
t l is a le t  ec e t e I strea  a  c llect all t e 
ecessar  i f r ati . I  t is e a le, t e r t c l ersi  
ffere   t e  (test t l) is s rte   t e , t s 
t e e tiati  is s ccessf l a  t e res se c e is 
' ccessf l e ti ti it i r evi ti '. 
e res lts f t ree test cases are c llecte  i  a le III. ll t e 
t ree test cases are e al ate  t r  ireless li  a  all f 
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(i.e. ithout TLS layer). evertheless, the  test tool is 
capable t  establish TLS connection ith the S T as ell. 
o ever, it is not presented here, instead the plain content is 
pr vided in the captured package.  
 
 
Fig. 9: Structure of the SECC Discovery Response essage 
 
Fig. 10: Received SECC Discovery response essage 
The desired S P response (fro  the S T) is illustrated in Fig. 8 
and in Fig. 9, respectively. The interesting part of the essage 
is related to the 2 TP protocol. In the header, t e payload 
type is ‘9001’ , hich den tes that the payload is a S P 
response essage (correspo ding ith the standard [3]). The 
payl ad size is 28 bytes, since the S P response ( 2 TP 
a l a  part) contains the link-local address of the S T and the 
dyna ic port, here the next ( 2  application layer) essage 
shall be sent. Further ore, it contains the sa e values of the 
field security and transport protocol that as sent in the S P 
request. ccording to Fig. 9, the S P process co pleted 
successfully, thus the 2  application layer essage exchange 
begins. The  test tool first sends an E I encoded essa e 
to the S T containing the para eters depicted on Fig. 11. 
fter ards it starts the ti er and aits for the S T’s response. 
This request essage contains protoc l na espace and the 
versions supported by the E CC (in our case the test tool). T e 
SECC (the S T in this case) should respond t at the proposed 
 
Fig. 11: V2G Supported Application Protocol request essage 
 
Fig. 12: V2G Supported Application Protocol response essage 
protocol version is supported by the SECC or not. If it is 
supported, then the S T shall send an adequate response, 
containing a response code. ther ise, the S T ends a failed 
response code, to i for  the E CC that the proposed version is 
not supported. 
This essage pair is illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. Fro  the inco ing response, the  test tool 
first checks the 2 TP header. In this case, the payload type 
should be ‘8001’ . Thereafter, fro  the payload the  test 
tool is able to decode the E I strea  and collect all the 
necessary infor ati n. In this exa ple, the protocol version 
offered by the E CC (test tool) is su ported by the S T, thus 
the negotiation is successful and the response code is 
' K_SuccessfulNegotiation ith i or eviation'. 
The results of three test cases are collected in Table III. ll the 
three test cases are evaluated through ireless link and all of 
t e  ended ith the erdict “Pass”.  
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TABLE III 
TEST RESULTS 
Test Case identifier Verdict Comments 
TC_SECC_V2GTPSDP_001 Pass V2GTP Header message was 
correct. (SDP Response 
Message). 
TC_SECC_SDP_001 Pass SDP Response message was 
correct. 
TC_SECC_V2G _001 Pass SupportedAppProtocolRes 
message was correct 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a wireless authentication solution prototype has 
been presented, which allows electric vehicle owners to identify 
themselves nearby the charging station, but before connecting 
the plug to the EVs. Furthermore, we built a conformance test 
system for the SECC in accordance with the ISO/IEC 15118 
standards. The conformance tests are evaluated with a TTCN-3 
framework. The main advantage of the proposed V&V test tool 
is that it is configurable and extendable, therefore subsets of 
V2G message exchanges can be also executed, or new TTCN-
3 test cases can be added next to the conventional ones. 
In the manuscript, three test cases were introduced from the 
developed set for illustration purpose. From the designated 
tests, it is approved that SDP and V2G communication is 
possible via wireless links. 
The possible future works include the followings. The Test tool 
covers the V2G messages given in the current version of 
ISO 15118-2. In the next version of this standard (expected at 
the end of 2019 or mid 2020) will have more V2G messages, 
which are related to bidirectional- and wireless charging. One 
possible extension of the test tool is to support those new 
message pairs. The current version of the V&V tool uses an 
Eclipse plugin. In the future, it is desired to have a dedicated 
graphical user interface (GUI). Another possible extension is to 
support other charging related protocols, next to V2G, like 
OCPP (Open Charge Point Protocol). 
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TABLE III 
TEST RESULTS 
Test Case identifier Verdict Comments 
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Message). 
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TC_SECC_V2G _001 Pass SupportedAppProtocolRes 
message was correct 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a wireless authentication solution prototype has 
been presented, which allows electric vehicle owners to identify 
themselves nearby the charging station, but before connecting 
the plug to the EVs. Furthermore, we built a conformance test 
system for the SECC in accordance with the ISO/IEC 15118 
standards. The conformance tests are evaluated with a TTCN-3 
framework. The main advantage of the proposed V&V test tool 
is that it is configurable and extendable, therefore subsets of 
V2G message exchanges can be also executed, or new TTCN-
3 test cases can be added next to the conventional ones. 
In the manuscript, three test cases were introduced from the 
developed set for illustration purpose. From the designated 
tests, it is approved that SDP and V2G communication is 
possible via wireless links. 
The possible future works include the followings. The Test tool 
covers the V2G messages given in the current version of 
ISO 15118-2. In the next version of this standard (expected at 
the end of 2019 or mid 2020) will have more V2G messages, 
which are related to bidirectional- and wireless charging. One 
possible extension of the test tool is to support those new 
message pairs. The current version of the V&V tool uses an 
Eclipse plugin. In the future, it is desired to have a dedicated 
graphical user interface (GUI). Another possible extension is to 
support other charging related protocols, next to V2G, like 
OCPP (Open Charge Point Protocol). 
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